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PREFACE
The primary purpose of this paper is to compare,
on a financial basis, the portable sawmill with
the customary type of stationary sawmill. This
comparison has -been worked out by applying actual
cost figures to a hypothetical forest property.
Cost figures used here have been assembled from
various sources and are not supposed to be typi-
cal of any single forest property; rather, they
are average figures susceptible to much wider
application than any specific..figures for a single
forest property might be.
The second part of the paper deals with the
problem of portable. mill moving. It attempts
to analyze the economic principles which should
form the basis for determining the frequency of
mill moving in any given case.
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P A R T I
A Comparison of Costs and Profits under
a Stationary and a Portable Yill Plan
I NT R 0 D U C T i O N
The Eastern Texas Land
acres of loblolly-shortleaf pine
stands:
Company* owns a total of 129,280
land bearing the following forest
Area, acres
Virgin timber 26,880
Culled areas 11,520
Second growth areas,
25 % restocked 38,912
Second growth areas,
less than 251 restocked 26,068
Old field merchantable stands 14,848
Old field nenamerchantable 10,752
Total 129,280
A map of the total holdings and distribution of the types
is shown on page 4.
* Hypothetical; basic data from D. Me Matthews, unpublished.
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Figure 1.
Scale: 1 inch 4 miles.
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The Company proposes to exploit these lands under a sustained
yield plan of management since the wide distribution of age classes
and types seems to make this procedure practicable. A cruise has been
made of the area and the information obtained in this way is to be
used as the basis for a preliminary management plan for the entire
property.
The question then arises as to what is the most profitable
method of milling the output. It is possible to introduce a number
of portable sawmill units to work in the wood, together with a con-
centration yard which is located at the village which is to be the
headquarters of the Company. These sawmills and the accessory equip-
ment will be of such design that the lumber produced will be of the
same quality as that produced be a stationary mill. Alternatively, a
large stationary mill can be located- in the above-mentioned village.
Log transportation is to be by truck.
The valpation of the forest property under the management
plan finally adopted and the milling plan which seems most profitable
will form the basis of the corporate organization which is proposed
for the handling of the property.
THE SILVICULTURAL BASIS OF THE FOREST MANAGEMENT PLAN
jomlposition and character of the stands. Loblolly and short-
leaf pine often make up the entire forest stand in eastern Texas,
shortleaf predominating on the drier sites and loblolly on the moist
sites. Minor associates, when present, include hawthorn, persimmon,
black gum, post oak, red oak, and red gum. The forests exist as un-
even-aged stands. In competing with each other neither of the pine
species has a distinct advantage, since loblolly grows fast in youth
but decreases in rapidity of growth as it grows older, whereas short-
leaf increases but slowly in rate of growth but maintains its maximum
growth rate to an old age.. The composition of the forest, with regard
to these two princip species, will therefore not change without human
interferance. Under management, however, loblolly will be favored,
since it puts on the most rapid growth at an early age.- For our pur-
poses the hardwoods may be disregarded, since they are few and of low
quality; they will be cut for what they are worth, in the hope of
eliminating them eventually.
Growth. Loblolly ahd shortleaf pine in the South are known
to be fast-growing species adapted to sustained yield forest manage-
ment. Growth data presented here for the area under consideration
are for stands which are understocked; the growth rates are, however,
not thought to be excessive. According to Reynolds* mature trees up
to 24 inches in diameter can be grown in 70 years on good sites. Our
data, presented in table 1, indicate that shortleaf pine up to 14 inches
in diameter and loblolly up to 20 inches can be grown in 70 years.
R. Reynolds, unpublished.
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Age Average diameter growth Actual diameter, inches,
in 10-year period, inches at 10-year intervals
Loblolly Shortleaf Loblolly Shortleaf
10 2.54 1.70 3.3 2.7
20 2.97 1.84 5.84 4.4
30 5.00 1.97 8.81 6.24
40 2.93 2.06 11.81 8.21
50 2.70 2.18 14.74 10.27
60 2.40 2.20 17.44 12.45
70 2.08 2.20 19.84 14.65
80 1.76 2.20 21.92 16.85
90 1.48 2.20 23.68 19.05
100 1.22 2.20 25.16 21.25*
110 1.02 2.20 26.38 23.45
120 - - 27.40 25.65
Table 1. Growth rates of loblolly and shortleaf
ages, collected on the Oompany property.
pine at various
Figure 2 is a graphic presentation of the data shown in
table 1 and serves to correlate/ growth in a ten year period with
diameter instead of with age.
The actual rate of growth in the forest can be maintained
at any desired level by regulating the density of the stands. We
shall seek to maintain the growth rate as given in table 1 by keeping
the basal area at about 100 square feet per acre. Studies by Paul (6)
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indicate that this moderate rate of growth 0 sustained over a period
of years will produce uniformly grained wood with a maximum amount
of summerwood. This produces wood of high quality.
Tolerance. In any forest the character of the management
plan will be profoundly influenced by the relative tolerances of the
various species compositg the forest stand. Chapman's (1 ) study
on the recovery and growth of loblolly pine after suppression shows
that suppressed trees will quickly recover and put on diameter growth
at a rapid rate, although height growth is retarded. Trees 4 inches
in diameter, suppressed 63 years, grew faster in diameter when released
than trees never suppressed. In height growth they progressed only
one half as fast as younger trees. Chapman concluded that diameter
growth after release depends on the relative length of the surviving
crown. Shortleaf pine is considerably more tolerant than loblolly.
In growth predictions, therefore, it is possible to deal
these
with trees of M species as though they had not been suppressed.
This will be necessary in our problem with trees six inches and over
in diameter, since we must try to bring them through the rotation as
crop trees, or at least as thinning material, because of the present
Suppressed
understocked condition of the stands. /rees four inches and less,
however, are not regarded in the growth predictions, since faster
growing young trees will undoubtedly replace them as crop trees within
the present rotation.
Regeneration. Shortleaf pine is the most abundant reprodu-
cer in mixed stands, since it has unusual ability to grow under se-
vere competition. Advanced reproduction of loblolly is likely to be
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confined to openings created in the stand. It beco.es necessary,
therefore, to make cuttings in such a way as to remove groups large
enough to favor the loblolly pine.
Under ordinary management the procuring of reproduction
need not be a problem. Both loblolly and shortleaf are good seed
producers and both are not exacting in their seedbed requirements,
although loblolly requires moister conditions than shortleaf. Be-
cause of their ability to coppice following a fire shortleaf and the
hardwoods predominate after a fire.
Fire Protection. A system of fire protection will be part
of the management plan of the forest. The problem is not great.
Slash decomposes rapidly and presents no fire danger after three or
four years. Lopping and scattering will reduce this by a year, but
is not essential.
Other Injury. Both loblolly and shortleaf pines have deep
taproots and are not subject to windfall. Diseases and insects are
also not serious. Rot is present almost solely in trees damaged by
fire and can therefore be eliminated. The southern pine beetle and
the Nantucket tip moth are the only insects which will probably be
encountered, both on loblolly and slash. Neither of them killsthe
trees,and need not cause great alarm. (8)
Mortality. Mortality due to all causes is taken together
the
as an average figure and applied to growth predictions. However,
it is assumed that the mortality figure will- be greatly reduced or
even entirely eliminated from the stands after the first /( selective
. cutting has been made. For this reason growth predictions after
cutting do not contain a deduction for mortality.
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Table 2 shows the mortality percentages in a single year
and for a ten year period. It is based on 555 plots taken in avergge
shortleaf-loblolly stands.
Table 2. Mortality per cent in average shortleaf-loblolly pine stands
Mortality %
Diameter Mortality % for 10-year
Class in 1 year period
2 .40 3.7
4 . 34. 3.0
6 .50 2.8
8 .27 2.6
10 .26 2.8
12 .28 5.3
14 .34 4.1
16 .43 5.0
18 .56 6.4
20 .72 8.2
22 .92 10.0
24 1.12 11.7
26 1.34 13.7
28 1.56 15.8
30 1.80 --
VOLUME TABLES
Volume tables were nAde for the property for each of the two
pine species, and afe of two types: for virgin stands; and for second-
growth stands. The volumes given in the basid data were curved as
shown in figure 5. Volumes were then reassembled into tabular form
and are given in table 3. The International Rule was used.
In applying the volume tables weighted values were used
where both species had been thrown together in the growth predictions.
Virgin stands, after the first selective cutting, were treated as
second growth.
* Source: D. M. Matthews.
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Figure ~ Graphic volume table, showing
board foot volumes (International
Scale) of virgin and second growth
loblolly and shortleaf pines.
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ible 3. Volume tables for the, property, Int atonal Rule.
Volumes in board feet
Diameter
Loblolly Shortleaf
Virgin Second Gr. Virgin Second Gr.
10 74 62 100 73
12 160 125 176 148
14 275 217 263 234
16 415 327 374 323
18 569 452 500 415
20 731 564 623 515
22 912 685 792 625
24 1078 1050 1050 754
26 1248 1244 1245 907
28 1437 1455 1400 1055
30 -- 1538 1600 1230
DETERMINATION OF THE PROFITABLE ROTATION
The probable most profitable diameter cutting limit, or the
diaboter which determines the rotation age, is derived by means of the
cgiculation shown in table 3a. This is an attempt to apply approximate
value figures to the stands under consideration in order to determine
the value growth percent for the various diameters.
Columns 1 and two show present diameters and diameters in
10 years, after applying growth figures. Present and future volumes
(the latter obtained from figure 3) are shown in columns 3 and 5.
Tech.
Values shown in column s 4 and 6 are taken from U. S. D. A.ABulletin
375, table 10, column l.. These values will naturally not apply
directly to our operation, but will show relative trends and can
therefore be used to compare values at various diameters.
Values in column 6, minus values in column 4, divided. by
10, give the value growth per year, as shown in column 7. Value growth
percent is then simply calculated by dividing the value growth (col.7)
- 14 .
Table. 01e Prelimirlary.
deciding -the probable
calculat-ion' showing approximate growth prcnt used i
most prof itable -cutting" dia-meter 1lmit.*
Prsn iam. 101 Presett' Preent'utre uue Value Va lue
Diamxete r YeA rs Vol 1ume I Value. V olu me I Value Growth I Growth
B. H. :Hence Jper treejper- tree p~er tree ..per,-tree[per'year per- cent:
. Loblol1ly Pi ne
14 16s76 217 .'. 62- 570' 2.51 .169 27.2
16. 18.56 --327... 1.77T40 3579- .0 .
18 20.054- 452 5.e34 590 55.1. P217 6.5'
20'. 22.0,6.. 564.. 5"'12 690 7.29.e218.. A3
22 .25.74 685" 7.925.. 925 1.0 375" 5.
24'. ..:25.44 .1-050. 12.0- 1200 15.40 .280 2.P2
26 .27.08. 12)44 i6o4o 1575. 18.60a.220- 1.53
2. Shortleaf' Pine
14. 16, 40 254 .67 550 .1.85 .116. l7e3
16 18.20 525 1.75 4 20 5.15 .140 8.0
18 20.20. 415 3.07 525 4078 . .15*.
20 22.20 515 4.68 630 6.70 .202 .,
22 24.20 625 6.62 760 .9.10 .248' 5,
24 26.20 754 9.05 920 12. 15.3'10 35.
26 28.20 907 11.92 1065 15.10 .518 .2'7a
* The stand data used""inthis table are-for the second growth, more than 2 5%
restocked, areas (p.z6),
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by the present value per tree; this figure is given in column 8, and
represents the value growth percent per year, which will be maintained
a
for X ten.year period. The figures show, for example, that if we
leave an4j& inch loblolly pine we shall obtain an average value growth
of 6.5% over the following ten-year period; while if we leave a 20-
inch loblolly we shall obtain a growth of. only 4.%. It is likely,
then, that with a ten-year cutting cycle we shall not want to leave
trees over 18 inches, since the actual return from -leaving them is
low.
By referring to table 1 we see that loblolly grows to
19.84 inches in 70 years, shortleaf to 14.65 inches. Theritore we
choose a 70-year rotation, with a ten-year cutting cycle.
STAND PREDI')TION
Reynold's Method of applying growth data in the prediction
of future stands was used. In all ,cases predictions were made by ten-
year periods. Two-inch diambter classes were used throughout in the
calculations. Stands were classified according to the basal area
control method into ten-year age classes, on a 70-year rotation.(5)
R. Reynolds, unpublished.
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THE FOREST STANDS AND THE PRESENT AND FUTURE CUTS
Virgin stands cover an area of 26,880 acres, located at
some distance from the Milltown. Since these Stands carry the greatest
merchantable volume they must support the main cutting operations for
the first cutting cycle. On all other stands the merchantable volume
is at present so low that cutting operations would not be justified.
Furthermore, -bhe// virgin stands have a high representation of short-
leaf pine and hardwoods; rapidly running over this area during the
first cutting cycle would make it possible to improve the condition
of the stands and increase the representation of loblolly at once.
If the virgin stands are to support the entire mill output
for the first ten years of operation the cut must be fairly heavy.
If the stand is classified by the basal area control method, on the
basis of a 70-year rotation and a 10-year cutting cycle, the cut re-
ceived by taking the oldest age class will not be sufficient. If,
however, the two oldest age classes are taken, the cut will go down
to 16 inches (table 4). This will leave trees 14 inches and up on
the ground; the plan then is to return to this area in twenty years
instead of ten for the second out.
The present cut per acre under this plan is as follows:
Loblolly pine, 1611 - 28" . . . . .4257 bd. ft.
Shortleaf pine, 16" - 28" . . . .3660 bd. ft.
Total al...... ............ 7917bd.ft.
Reduced 10 % for defect.. ..... ... .7131 bd. ft.
This cut will cover annually an area of 2, 688 acres and will there-
fore yield an annual total cut of 143;;F M bd. ft. for the Deriod.
The cut is shown in detail in table 5.
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Tab le '*.4. Stand table.' average acre, shortleaf-loblolly virgin stand.
Diameter Loblollv Pine Shortleaf Pine Hardwood Dead Lonzle-af P ine
class' Main ~Sup. Total Miain Sup. total Milain Sup. Pine M'Ain Sp
and Stand Vo lun~eStandStand lVolume Stand Stand Stand Stand
2 1145 2.00 5.45 4.674s54 18.7
4 .18 .55 4.91 3.27 6.73 8.36 *73 1.82
6 e73 .91 6.91 5.09 4.36 5.27 1
8 .55. 6.18 .73 7.09 1.45 .18 .18
10- 1.09 81 7.64 764 5.82
12 1.45- 25 2 7.09 1243. 1.45 .536
14..2.91 800 2.91. 774 1 a.64
.16 .26356 979 2.55 . .18 954 .91 .18
18... 1.27 7 23' 1.64 .841. 1.09
20 .55, 40 2' .73. .491 .1.27
.2 18164'.'3-.56 510 -.18.
24 -,73 786 .557.1
26. 5. 5686 . 18 :224 . 1
28..56517 .8262.'' .18.
Ttl 1 .36 5,,.46 557Q 47.'.28 .11. 65.6446..36.-35 28.71.5A6'. s45. 2.73
1,rota1 Pine -Volume, 186 dt e-dd10%
Assessed value, $5.0Per acre*.
Total .area,. 26,8830 acres
Total' as sessed value., $806,100.
=10,634 bd. ft.
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Tbl-165. Stand 1, ' virgin timber. Table showing the average cut per acre during the
first ten years of operation.
Diam. . Numi b e r of trees to be cut Total Volume, bd. :ft., C''t r acre
Inche s -Lobi1. Shorti.. Total jB.As jLobi. Shortl.9 Total
16 2.36 2.55 4.91 68 979 ?9515
18 1.27 1.64 2e,91 5.15 725 841 1564
20 55 .75. 1.28 .79L02 491 895
22*18.536 e,54 1.42 164. 310474
24 .73 .55 12 40 786 578 1364
26'. .55 .18. .75 2.69 662491
283.6 .18 .54 5.51 51726 779
Total. 6.00 6-.19. 12.19 26.27 4257. 5660 7917-.
:Total-average cut per acre, 7917 ft., -1%frdfc 15bd t10% 'o r dee ct 7.1-25 ' 'b.d
The effect of making a heavy cut in the virgin stands will
be seen after the stand has been predicted forward twenty years, as
shown in table 6. In this prediction longleaf pine is thrown toge-
ther with loblolly, since the two have similar growth habits. The
growth rate ueed is that for a twenty year period, figured by inter-
- rowth'
polation from the Acurves in figure 2. The growth rates for the two
main species of trees were then weighted according to the representation
of each.
We find that even though we have cut to a diameter of 14
inches we again have 20-inch trees after 20 years. The stand can then
be classified, as in table y, .in order to determine the oldest age
class on the 70-10 plan. Of a total volume of 10,810 bd. ft. per acre
we can cut the oldest age class, or 3,050 bd. ft.
The cut is as follows:
4.13 trees 18" in diam. ...... 1760 bd. ft.
2.33 trees 20" in diam....... 1290 bd. ft.
Total cut per acre .0....... 3050 bd. ft.
Minus 10 % fo- defect.. ..... 2745 bd. ft.
On 2,688 acres the annual cut from the twentieth year and on will
therefore be 7,373 M. bd. ft. This cut is assumed to go on forever,
although it is a conservative estimate, since the volume will in-
crease as the andition of the stands improves.XYJ and defect is
eliminated.
420D
Table 6. Prediction of --the virgin stand., 20 years *fter cut
..Diameter Original Number of Trees Weighted. Number B. A. Volume
Class Loblolly Shortleaf Total Growth in 20 yrs sq. ft. bd. ft.
& Longi. Rate in 20.yrs in 20 yrs
2 1.65 5.45 7.08 2.05 NO0 D A T A
4 .91 4.91 5.82 2.00 N0 D AT A
6 .75 6.91 7.64 2.15 6.87 ..96
8 -73 6.18 6.91 2.20 6.05 1.65.
10 1.09 .7.64 8.75 2.29 6.49 3.56 600
12 1.81 7.09 8.90 2.52. 6.68 5.27 1010
14 2.91 2.91 5.82 2.-40 7.58 8.11 1850
16 .8.58 1.02 5050
18 6.54 1121 3010
20 2.55 5.09 1290
Totals 9.81 41.09 50.90 50.90 47.85 10810
Table 7. Classification of stand from table 6.,,:
B. A..% ( Actual B. A. Diameter Volume,
Age group Distributionj Sq. Ft. Range, inches 3d. Ft.
0-30 N 0 D A T A
51 40ho25.5 11.24 6 -.14 25
41 -5o 25.0 11.96 14-- 16 2-,650
51 60 25.6, 12.24 16- 18 2,9775
61 70 25,9 .12.41 18- 20 5,050
Totals 100 ..47.85 10,810
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Culled stands cover an area of 11,520 acres; they are- located
near the virgin stands and will be cut immediately after the first
ten-year cutting period in the virgin timber is completed. The
present stand is shown in table 8. The stand is predicted forward
for ten years, as shown in table 9, and classified as in table 10.
The oldest age group shown in table 10 will be cut at this time. The
residual stand is then again predicted forward ten years in table 11,
and classified in table 12. The cut taken from the oldest age group
in table 12 is assumed to go on forever, beginning in 20 years.
The cut beginning in ten years will take 2.45 trees from the
18 inch diameter class, table 9, and all trees above this diameter, and
will yield a total volume of 3,704 bd. ft. per acre; allowing 10 % for
defect the net yield is- 3334 bd. ft., cut annually on 1,152 acres,
giving an average annual cut of 3,840 M bd. ft. for ten years.
The cut beginning in twenty years takes 4.85 trees from the
18 inch class, table 11, and all trees above this diameter, and yields
3,702 bd. ft. per acre. Without deducting for defect, .since we hope
to have eliminated a great part of it by this time, we get an average
annual yield of 4,270 M.bd. ft. from the area.
Table '. Stand-table-, average acre of- culled short leaf'-loblol1ly stands,."
Diameter Lj pj o1 Pine Shortleaf -Pine"___ Hardwood - Dead
class' Mvain -Sup. ] Volump Ma in SUP. oue Main Sup. ie
2 35.56 .4 .89 . 7 19.56 -12.44
4 1.55 .89'800 55524.00' 7.11'
6 4.89 10.*22 51115.,11'. .11 .' 89
.56 5.78 .44 4.44 :.44
10.
1z2
16
18
20
22
24
20.67.
1. 78
5.56
e.8 9.
198.
979
369
6. 22
5A78.
5.a56
2.67
.,89
622
10.17
97 4
999
.457
296
61.22
4.00
1.55
.44-
.44
o44
26
Total 22.24 1.55
.44 462
e44 58 4
5.55 .14.66 55481851
__ 
_
'
77.76 '25.10 .89.
Total pine volume, 7179, reduced 10% for defect, ='6461 bd. ft.6
Assessed value, $18 per acre.
Total area, 11,520 acres.
Total value of stands, as assessed: $207,560
am 00H$ .25-3
Table 9. Culled 5tands, composi
Diam. Present Number Number
ILob.1Sot] ol
2 35.56 8.o89 2.50
4 1.55 8.00 2.06
6 4.89 15.55 .83
8 5.56' 6.22 2.91
10 2.671 6.22 4.05
12 1.78' 5.78 5.07
1435.56 35.56 ,Re22
16 e89 2.67 2.87
.89 1.92
20 ',44 .24
22
24 *44
26 o44
28
50
Total 22.24 56.88 22.47
*After deducting mortality
Ltion in 10 years.
in10 !rs B. A. Va1ume in 10 y ars
Sf-hort. Tota'lI Sq. Ft Lobi. Short. Total
1.57
7.79
7.25
12.70
5.94
5.69
5.59
2.56
1.01
.40-
.4
5.*87
9.*85
8.o6
15.61
9.99
8.76
7.74
6.46
4.m28
1.25
.04
.40
.45
.04-
.08
s.89
4.11
6.59
6.s92
8.28
9.0o4
7.58
2.72
1.29
.15
1.47
1.84
020
491.
614
1191
1092
180
594
1000
1452
1542
1180
650
388
42
4 98
602
64
896-
1491
2066
2555
2272
810
588
42
498
602'
64
54-.80 77.27 52.027 5870 7792 11662
Table 0 10. Classified stand per acre, culled'areas in 10 years.
0 -20N 0 D A T A
21 3 0 17.5 9.15 41.85 2- 10 .-
51 - 40 19.4 10.15 15.75 .10,- 12' 500
41 - 50 20.6 10.77 9.77 12 -162i40
51 - 60 211. 11.05 6.82 160 18 6418
61- 70 21.4 11.019 5.10 18 3 0'. 5704
Total 100 52.27 77.27 11662
-m 24 
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Table 11. Culled Stands,
Diameter Number of.
Class Trees in
2 e.70
4 3.17.
6.9.m85
8 .7.66
10 14.v45
12 9.16
14 9.66
16 7.66
18 6.77
202;3
22 .26
composition in 20 years
Ba sal Area Volume T otal.
Sq. Ft . per. Tree Vo lume
wommimum
"_ N FI
R
2.07
7.95
7.24
10.54
10.87.
11.99
5.095
.. 69
68'
1~40
228
525
450
550
650
541
128 2
220 5
2520
2905
1448
169.
Total 72.175878 11070
Table 12. Classified stand per acre, culled.'
Age B. A. Actual Numbe r
Group ~Diatribj Be.A* of Trees
0 -530 N 0D
51 - 40 2355 15.1 38.51
41 - 50 P.5 e0 14.969 15.42
51 60 25.6 15.06 10.40
61 - 70 -'25.9 15.22 7.-84
areas in 20.years
1 1
Aw
Rangoe
T A
2 -12
12 - '14
14 - 18
18 - 22
J
VJolumne
Ed. eFt.
915
2908
5 545
Total 100 +JIJ o 7 8 7 2" 17 11070
Total 100 % 58.78 72.17 11070
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Second growth stands are treated in two groups, those with a sto-
cking of 25 % or over, and those with less than 25% stocking.
Of
Second growth areas with a stocking <f 25 % or over cover an area
of 38,912 acres. Their composition is shown in table 13. At present
the total merchantable volume per acre is 6674 bd.: ft. Since this is,
however, scattered among areas which are less heavily stocked, it *t- not
practibable to log the area at the present time. The stand is therefore-
predicted forward 10 years in table i4, and a total merchantable volume of
16,225 bd. ft. per acre is obtained at that time. - The oldest age class
as shown in table 15 will yield a cut of 5,495 bd. ft. per acre beginning
in ten years; minus 10 % for defect leaves a net cut of 4,946 bd. ft.
In table 16 the residual stand is predicted forward another ten
years, and the cut to be obtained for the cycle beginning in twenty years
is shown in the tiassified stand table, table 17, to be 7,145 bd. ft. in
this case there will be no deduction for defect.
The total cut from the area will therefore be:
for the cycle beginning in ten years: 4,946 ft. x 5,891 acres
19,245 M bd. ft. per year
for the cycle beginning in twenty years: 7145 ft. x 3891 acres
27,801 M bd. ft. per year
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Table 15. Stand table, Average acre of short leaf-loblol ly second growth,
more than 25 stocking.
Diameter I _Shortleaf -Pine Loblolly Pine Hardwood Dead
Class Main Sup. Total h-iam Sup. Total Main Sup. Pine
IStand. Stand Volume Stand St-and Volume Stand Stand
2. 0.90. 12.00 2.a71 25.10 11.87 21.94
4 4.39 12.77 10.19 7.74 5.48 9.42 .59
6 11.74 8.90 1l6.77 5.03 10.45 5.94 .26
8 12.00 .1.05 11.61 1.o42 6.,58 *65 .'26
10 8.13 .26 626 11.74 .65 728 4.52 .13 .26
12. 5.16 764 11.87 1484 2.71 .15
14' 1.05 238 6.19 1345 1.42 .15
16 .59 126 2.58 844- .52
.18 .539 162 .90 407 7 1
20- .153 67;- 039.220 .39
22 .13.... 89 .26
24
26
28
50.
Total
.
118.
44.-39 354.96 -2101'7 5.'21'. 5.7.94 5515. 45-.49 .38,21 1. 56
Totl in vlue,7416 bd.ft .'reduced 10 %.for -defect
6674 bd;.
Assessed-.value, $1.5'Pe r acre.
.otal. Area, 3892 ces.
Total -assesse~d -va lue for s -tands,$583.,680
ON 21, -
Table 14. Second growth, 25 % and over stocking, 10-year prediction.
Diaa. 2 esen t No. No. after 10 years 7 B. A. Volume in 10: ears
Sh. Lobi. Sh. Total sq. ft Lobi. Sh. Total
.2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
.30
Total
i.Lob l.
2.71
-10.19
21.80
13.03
12.39
11.87
6.19
2.58
.90
.39
.13
.13
82.31
0.90
4.R9
20.64
13.05
8.39
5.16
1.05
.39
.39
.13
1.65
7.38
13.42
15.30
12.20
12.00
7.75
3.95
1.34
.50
.10
.16
1.16
4.17
15.50
12.10
7.65
5.09
1.39
.42
.36
.14
.01
.10
.01
48.26
.16
. 2.81
11.55
28.92
27.40
19.85
17.09
10.14
4.37
1.70
.64
.11
.10
°.12
124.96
0
.25
1.62
7.80
15.08
15.70
18.30
14.20
7.75
371
1.69
.35
.43
.59'
87.47.
950
1525
2725
2860
1785
756
342
105
169
11217
880
1130
1189
449
174
186
875.
8
105.
12
5008
1830
2655
3914
3309
1959
942
1217
113
105
181
16225
e
.11
54.58 76.70
Table 15. Classified stand
Age Actual
emmmmodow
c
21
5]
41
51
61
Tc
Age
Group
- 20
- 30
.- 50
- 60
- 70
I1B3. A.% Distr,
N
17.5
19.4
20.6
21.1
21.4
100 %
s
Actual
B A.
0
15.30
16.97
18.02
18.46
18.72
87.47
d
table for table 14.
Number Diameter
of Trees Range
D A T A
53.66 2 - 10
26.70 10 - 12
19.52 12- 14
15.04 14 - 16
10.04 16 -5 0.
124.96
Volume
Bd. Ft.
680
2425
5569
4056
5495
16225
®
tal
s, .e..._._..._.._ .. o
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Table 6.
Diameter
Inches
2
4<
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
T otal
Second growth,
Numbe r of
Trees in 20 .
Years
.03
.13
2.25
8.06
25.73
26.42
21.12
18.92
10.47
1.79
114.92
a n _
25 % and over stocking, 20-year prediction
B. A. Volume per Total
Sq. Ft. Tree, weighted Volume
.01
.31
2.18
14.17
20.90
22.60
25.50
18.52
3.91
108.10
65
155
225
325
450
564.
1670
5575
4750
6150
4710
1090
21945
vvftc -
.- -
r
Table 17.
Age
* Group
0 - 30
31 - 40
41 - 50
51 - 60
61 - 70
Total
Classified
B. A. %
Dist rib.0'
2 e
25.0
25.6
25.9
100 %
stand table for table 16
Actual 17,umber Diameter
B. A. of T ree s lange
0 D A T
25.4 47.22 2 - 12
27.0 29.23 12 - 14
27.7 22.07 14 - 16
28.0 16.40 16- 20
108.1 114.92
olumIVolumeBd. Ft .
A
3165
5190
6445
7145
21945
mmwumm;
. .
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Second growth stands with a stockingc of less than 25 % cover
I8
an area of 26,368 acres. TableK gives the composition of the stands and
shows that the merchantable volume amounts to only 2967 bd. ft. per acre,
most of this being concentrated in trees of low diameter. After ten
years, however, the stand advances as shown in table 19 to a total vol-
ume of 6303 bd. ft per acre. After classifying the stand in table 20
we find that the volume to be taken in the oldest age class amounts to
2078 bd. ft.; deducting / 10 % for defect we get 1870 bd. ft. mer-
chantable volume per acre. The annual cut covers 2637 acres, so that
the total average annual volume cut from these stands will be
4,931 -M bd. ft.
Table 21 shows the residual stand after it has been predicted
forward another ten years. When this stand is classified in table 22 we
obtain an average cut, in the oldest age class, of 3131 bd. ft. per acre.
On 2,637 acres this amounts to a total of 8,250 M bd. ft. average annual
cut beginning in twenty years.
-30-
Table 18. Stand table, average acre of shortleaf..oblolly second growth,
less than 25 % stocking.
Diameter. Loblolly Pin Shortleaf Pine Hardwoods Dead
Class. Main Sup. Total Ma in Su Toal ain up. Pine
- - and Sad Vlm Stand Sad Vol1ume Stand Stand
2 9.98 12.74 6.27 7.31 16.00 16.54 .44
4 7.36 3.60 5.11 1.78 3.15 4.05 .10
6 9.09 1.55 4.25 1.43 1.96 2.62 .05
8 4.94 .3555.11 .35 5.98 .89 .10
10lo- 4.25 .05 264 2.81 .10 216 4.54 .25
12 5.14 642 2.52 545 4.15 .55 .10
14 2.57 514 .74 171 2.62 .20 910
16 1.25. 402 .10 5 2 1.65 .15
18 .79 3 57 .25 . 14 1.19 .05.
20o 226 .05 .26 .25
22 .05
2425.
26 .10
28.
.50Q.10.
Total. 45. 55 18.07 2405 25.01 10 .97' 892 55.97'. 25.10 .89
Total pine volume, .5297 bd. ft., reduced 10% for
defect 2967 bd. ft.
Assessed value per acre,$8.
Total area., 26,568 acres
Total assessed-value $210,944.
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Table 19. Second growth stands, less than 25 % stocking.
Composition in ten years.
Diam. Pre sent No. No. after 10 Ye-ars B.A, Vo lume in 10 Years
Inche s 'Lobl. Sh. -Lobl. Sh.p' T otal L OU*. Sh.o- T otal
.2 9.98 6.27 1.11 1.11 .02
4 7.36 3.11 6.50 5.26 11.76 1.06
6 10.42 5.68 7.59 2.84 10.43 1.46
8 5.29 3.46 7.76 5.42 13.18 3.56
10 4.30 2.91 7.45 3.30 10.75 5.91 452 240 692
12 5.14 2.32 4.67 - 2.62 7.29 5.75 584 388 972
14 2.37 .74 4.81 2.22 7.03 7.53 3045 520 1565
16 1. 23 .10 3.61 .09 3.70 5.18 1180 32 1212
18 ..79 .25 1.66 .15 1.81 3.20 750 62 812
20 .40 .05 .94 .22 1.16 2.53 530 113 643
22 .37 .06 .43 1.13 254 37 291
24 .11 1 .35 116 116
Total 47.28 24.89 45.47 23.29 68.76 -37.68 4911 1392 6303
Table 20 Second growth stands, less than 25 % stocking.
Classified stand table for stand in 10 years.
Age B. A. % Actual I Numnber of Diameter Volume..
Group Distrib. B. A. Trees Range jiBd. Ft.
I.
21
31
41
51
61
Tc
- 20
- 30
- 40
- 50
- 60
- 70
17.5
19.4
20.6
21.1
21.4
100 %
6.59
7.31
7.76
7T95
8.07
37.68
37.. 37
12.26
8. 5
6.48
4.12
68.76
2
10
12
14
16
- 10
- 12
- 14
16
- 24
68
943
1463
1751
2078
6303
..
tal
... .
-35
Table 21.. Second growth, less than 25 % stocking, co mposition
after predicting 20 years forward.
Diameter Number of B3. A. Volume per Total
Inches Trees., 20 yrs. Sq. iFt. Tree, weighted Vo lume.
2.2
4 .91 0.08
6 10.41 1.46
8 8.64 25
10 12.56 6.80 65 804
12 10.41 8.22 150 1 555
14 9.40 10.07 220 2070
16 7.11 9.95 525 2510
18 45 7.65 450 1945
20 .87 1.90 564 491
Total 64.64 48.46 .8975
Table 22. Second growth, less than 25 % stocking, classified
stand table after predicting 20 years forward.
Age B. A. % Actual Iffumber of Diameter Volume
Group _Distribut.] B. A. Trees Range d. Ft.
0 3 0
51 -40 25.5 11.590 55.457 2 - 12 919
41 -50 25.0 12.12 15.85 12 - 14 2195
51 -.60 25.6 12.40 10.02 14 - 16 275
61 - 70 25.9 .12.55 7.54 16 - 20 5151
Total-* 100 % 48.46 64.64 8975
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merchantable
Old field stands exist in two age groups, the old field
stands and the unmerchantable stands. The old field merchantable
stands, the composition of which is shown in tablie 23, cover an area
of 14,848 acres; the.unmerchantable stands, of which there exist
10,752 acres, have a composition as shown in table 30. Most of the
trees in the unmerchantable classes awe less than six inches in dia-
meter, hence only about 20 years old (table 1). Therefore they will
not reach the status of crop trees for another 50 years. They are
therefore disregarded in the growth predictions, whichdo not go be-
yond 30 years.
In the following treatment of the merchantable stands the
trees are predicted ahead on a per acre basis as given in the original
V3t be
field. data, but'o laterprorated over the entire area of old field
stands, since they exist in a scattered condition throughout the area,
and all improvements, such as roads, must pass through areas of un-
merchantable as well as merchantable timber.
In table 24 the old field merchantable stands, as shown in
the previous table, are predicted fbrward ten years, after which time
the oldest age class, as shown in the classified stand table, table 25,
will be cut. The volume tobe cut in this class is 5,958 bd. ft., which
after deducting 10 % for defect gives a net yield of 5,362 bd. ft. This
volume is cut from 1485 acres amnually for a pe riod of ten years; hence
the total annual yield will be 7,962 M.b. ft. for this area. when
this volume is in turn prorated over the entire area of 25,600 acres
of old field stands, the average yield per acre is only 3,110 bd. ft.
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Table 25. Stand table, average acre .of old field stands.
D. B.s L6blolly Pine Shortleaf Pine Hardwood Dead
C la 9s Main. Sup. 'TotalI M4ain Supr. Total M1ai n Supr. Pine
tand .Stand Volume Stand Stand Volume Stand Stand
2 . a67 1.67. 4.00 .55 5.00
4 .1.o00 8.55 2.55 4.3 1.55 5.67 .67
6,20 .00 15.55 10.55 7.00 2.00 500 .55
8..58.00 2.00 12.55 1.67 2.553 .553.55
10--. 28.67 '3.55 .177-8 6.55 55 48767
12 ..17.00 2125 2.5535 45 o35
14 8.i67 1881 *33 76
16 .o67 546
18 . 675305
20 .55 186.
22 .5224
Tot-al 117.901 .27. a-6 6' 7045 55. 398. 17.55 908...- 6.099 -12. 00 1.55
Total pi:,pne vo lum, . 7951 bd*t,
dft, 7 1.56:bd. oft9.
Assessed value, $20 per acre
Total area, .14,-848'acres
Total asse sse'd.Value, $296,960
reduced 10% for'
... 55.
Table'24 Olf field me .rchantable stands, composition in'ten years.
Dme resenit No. No. after tei years B. A., Volume in tseas
Lb. h.Lb.jSh. ILotal Lb- Sh. Total
2. .67 2.553 .41 .41
4 1.00 15.35 .46 5.29 5.75 .54
6 27-.67 15.66 .85- 12.28 15.11 1.84
8 59.00 6.50, 14.55 15.01. 27.56 7.5
10. 2.8 2.55 51.80 6.19 57.99 20.90 1970 450) 2420
12 17.00 .55 55.-15 2.19 355.54 27.90 4150 524 4474
:-14 .8.67 22.60 .47 25.-07 24.65 4900 110 5010
16 1.67- 12.58 .05 12.41 17.40 4050 50. 4080
18 .6-7 4.21 4.2-1 7.45 1905 1905
20 .55395 .95 2.07 5355555
22 .553 .42 .42 1.11 288. 288
24 .50 .50 -935 515 5 15.
Total. 125.84 59.00 121.45 537.87 159.52 111.97 18115, 914 19027
Table 25. Old- field merchantable stands in ten years, classified.
Age B A.s 'Actual ' umber f Diamter.1 ol0 n
Group Di st rib . B A. Trees Range IBd. Ft.
0-..20 N 0 D A T A
21 3 0. 17.5. 19.60 .62.89 2- 10 1160.
5.1-.40. 19. 21.71 .532.90. 10..- 12 .2924
41 -50 20.6. 2.0:.8 2314 040
Si17 60 211 25.62 20.96 14 -1 4945
61- 70 21.4 2.7 14.75 16.- 24 S5
Total.10 % 111.97 .. 159-3.2 1I027
At this pqint vie run into our first problem of making
thinnings in order to keep the stands at a reasonably rapid rate of
growth.. In table 25 we see that the merchantable stands have accu-
mulated a fairly high basal area of 111.97 ft. Of this 23.97 ft. is
removed in cutting the crop trees, leaving 88.0 ft. on the ground.
If the supposed rate of growth would be w ntinued in -stands of this
density we could expect, after ten years, a total basal area of 140.43
ft per acre. However, we know that the growth rate would be considerably
retarded in stands of this density, and that it is therefore necessary
o .Make thinnings.
After we shall have predicted the stand ahead a second ten
years our data will contain only trees in the four oldest age classes.
We assume that *f we have a basal area of about 90 ft. in these four
classes we shall be able t6 get the desired growth. A simple proportion
will therefore give us. the desired basal area figure to which we must
thin our stand before the final prediction: Present actual basal area
is to the future basal area as x (the present basal area after thinning
is to the $4H-future basal area desired, or
88 x
140 90 , and x is 56.5 ft. of basal area.
Table 26 shows the calculation necessary to apply this figure.
In the third column the desired basal area of 56.5 ft. is distributed
according to the weighted percentages of basal area to be obtained in
each age class in order to have a porfect distribution of trees * The
number of trees required to make up this basal area is then deter-
mined as given in the fourth column. This number, when subtracted
from the actual number of torees in each class as shown in table 25,
gives the number of trees to be taken fro m each class in thinnings.
In table 27 these trees are distributed by diameters.
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Table 26. Number of trees to be taken in thinnings olf field
merchantable - stands, after f irst ten-year prediction.
Age B. A. % Desired B. A. No. of Trees No. of Trees
Group Distribution Actual Sq. Ft. Deired, to remove in
T otal Thinnings
'0- 20 N 0 D A T A
21 - 30
31 - 40
41 - 50
51 - 60
61 -70
22.2
24.6
26.1
27.1
RE
12.5
13.9
14.8
15.3
E D
40.1 22.79
21.1 11.80
17.4 10.42
13.6 7.36
A S 0 R 0 P T R E.' SM 0 VY
w
a
Table. 27. Diameter distribution of the trees to be taken in thinnings,
old field merchantable stands, after first ten-year prediction.
Diameter Number Number - Volume Number
before taken in taken in after
Thinning Thinning Thinning Thinning
2 .41 .15 .26
4 3.75 1.36 2.39
6 13.11 4.75 8.36
8 27.36 9.90 17.46
10 37.99 13.71 ' 996 ' 24.28
12 35.54 15.02 1930 22.32
14 23.07 9.48 2220 13.59
16 4. 54 .s 9.54
otal 144.5!7 5.5 54692.,20
Naturally th trees to be taken in thinnings will consist
mostly of shortleaf pine. By removal of these trees the Stanids will
be improved and the rate of growth, in general, improved. The volume
removed in thinnings, 5146, is 'a impressie figure ye the trees
making up this volume are all in the low diameter classes it is
improbable, therefore, that the revenue received fro them will be
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very great. In our future. calculations we shall disregard this
vo lume, on the assumption that the thinnings wi11 just about pay
their own way, or that if any excess revenue is received from them
it will be used in other stand improvement work. This method of
handling the thinning problem is considered to be conservative, for
the expense-of taking these trees at the time when the crop trees
are removed will not he great, yet the improvement in the quality
and quantity of the growth resulting from the operation will tend to
make all future incomes from this area. rise.
The residual tand after thinning is predicted forward
another ten years in table 28, and classified in table 29. The volume
taken in crop trees during the cutting period starting in twenty years
will be 5,919 bd. ft. per acre. There will be no deduction for. defect
in these trees because of the stand improvermnt work.. On 1485 acres
the annual cut will be 8,790 M bd. ft.
A thinning operation will again accompany the removal of
the crop trees.
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Table 28. Old field
Diam. Number of
Inches. Trees
2 .05
4 .21.
6 2.39
8 6.27
10 12.57
12 19.36
14 24.18
16 18.47
18 7.71'
20 .99
T otal. 95.20.
merchantable stands, composition in 20 years.
B. A. Volume per Total
Sq. Ft.. T ree Volume
.o2
.54
1.69
6.91
15.28
26.15
25.85
13.63
2.16
92.03
62
125
217
327
452
564
778
242o
5240
6040
3485
558
18521
dM
Table 29.
Age
Group
0.- 3
51 - 40
41 - 50
51 -60"
61 - 70
T otal
F
Old field merchantable-
B. A.-% Actual
Distrib. B. A.
N 0
25.5 21.61
25.0 25.00
25.6 23.60
25.9 23.8t
100 , 92.05.
stands, in*
Number ..oP
Trees.
rD A
37.52.
22.11
18. 15
14.44
92. 20
l I
20 years, classified.
Diameter Volume
Range Bd. Ft.
A
-12 2781
12 - 14 4487
14 - 16 5334
16 - 20 5919
18521
®..o.
. 4o .
Table 30
/////I/
Assessdd value, $3.00 per acre.
Total area, 10,752 acres
Total assessed value, $32,256
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SUILMARY OF CTTINGi YIELDS FOR THE VARIOUS CYCLES
Since this report does not attempt to be a detailed manage-
ment plan, but rather a simplified statenwnt of the probable future
timber and financial yield available from the property, a simple summary
yq%% of the average composition and yield per acre for each of the ten-year
is considered sufficieht.
cutting cycleqj During the first ten years of operation we shall be
working only in the virgin stands, which are-treated earlier in this
report, and summarized in table 5, page 18.
During the second ten years of operation we shall not be
operatiwg in the virgin area, but shall cover all other areas in our
logging operations. The old-field unmerchantable stands, although
yielding no volume, must. be included in the area to be covered, since
they are scattered among merchantable timber. The total acreage to
be sovered annually will therefore be 10,240 acres. The average stand
per acre, for the entire area to be covered, is shown in table 31.
The table first shove the actual average number of trees per acre in
taken from previous tables;
the various stands to be covere.d then these numbers are weighted in
accordance with the percentage of total area occupied by each of the
forest types. The total of this last set of figures, for the variou5
diameters, gives the total number of trees, as an average for the
entire area to be coverea during the second cycle. Table 32 then
summarized the average annual cut from each of the stands during the
cycle, and gives the total annual cut, which amounts to 35,978 M bd.
ft. When this figure is divided by the total acreage covered annually
the average cut per acre is determined to be 3514.5 bd. ft. The dis-
tribution of this volume through the various diameter class&s is given
in table 35.
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Table 51. Composition dfthe average cut per acre for total acreage
covered during the second cutting cycly. -
Diameter class, inch. 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 Total
Number of trees per acre, summarized from previous tables:
Culled stands -- 2.45 1.25 .49 .04 .40 .43 .04 5.10
Second growth, 25 %
restocked 3.00 4.37 1.70 .64 .11 -- .10 .12 10.04
Second growth, less
than 25 % restocked .61 1.81 1.16 .43 .11 -- -- -- 4.12
Old field mercht.. 8.87 4.21 .95 .42 .30 -- -- -- 14.75
Old field unmercht. -- -- - -- --
Weighted. percentage of number of trees given above:
Culled, 11.5% -- .28 .14 .06 .05 .05 .01 .59
Second gr., -25% resto-
cked, 57.9% 1.14 1.66 .64 .24 .04 -- 04 .05 3.81
Second gr., less than
25% rest., 25.6% .16 .46 .30 .11 .03 -- - -- 1.06
Old field.merch.,14.5% 1.29 .61 .14 .06 .04 -- 2.14
Old field non-
mercht., 10.5% -- - -- - -
Total average number
per acre 2.59 3.01 1.22 .47 .1 .05 .09 .06 7.60
Table 32. Average total volume cut per year from each stand during the
SU*id cutting cycle.
Culled stands . .... . v. . .  .. .. 3,840 M bd. ft.
Second growth, 25 restocked. . . . . . . 19,245
Second growth, less than 25 % restocked . . 4,951
Old field merchantable . . . . . . . . . . 7,962
Total annual cut. . . .. . . . 5978 Mbd. ft.
Avergge cut per acre:
5978,000 + 10240 acres 5514.5 bd. ft
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Table 55. Conposition of the average cut per acore for total: acreage
coverdd during the third cutting cycle and beyond.
Diameter c lass, inches 16 18 20 22 Total
Number of trees per acre, summarized from previous tables
Virgin stand . -- 4.15 2033 . 6.46
Culled stand 
-- 4.85 2.73 .26 7.84
Second growth, 25 % restocked 4.14 10.47 1.79 -- 16.40
Second growth, less than
25 % restocked 2.14 4.33 .87 -- 7.34
Old field merchantable 5.74 7.71 .99 -- 14.44
Old field unmerchantable -- -- -- -- --
Weighted percentage of the numbers of trees given above.
Virgin, 20.8 % -- .86 .48 -- 1.34
Culled, 8.9O 
-- .43 .25 .02 .70
Second gr., 25 restock., 30.1% 1.25 5.15 ..54 -- 4.94
Second gr., less than
25% restock., 20.4% .44 .88 .18 -- 1.50
Old field mercht., 11.5 .66 .89 .11 -- 1.66
Old field unmercht. 8.5 ---
Total average number
per acre 2.35 6.21 1.56 '102 10.14
.- 
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During the third ten-year cutting cycle and presumably for all
cutting cycles thereafter the average cut per acre will be as shown in
the lower line in table 33. This table is derived in a similar manner
as table 31. The average annual cut from each of the stands is given
in table 34. The total annual cut amounts to 56,484 M bd. ft. At
this .time the entire forest property will be covered /6 once during
every ten-year cycle; hence the average area covered annually is
12,928 .acres, and the average cut per acke is 4,379 bd. ft. The dis-
tribution of this volume through the various diameter classes is
given in table 35.
Table 34. Average total volume cut per year from each stand during the
third and all consequent cycle.
Virgin.stand . . . ........... . . . . . 7,573 M bd.-ft.
Culled stand . .. . ......... . . . 4,270
Second growth stand, 25 % restocked.... .... 27,801
Second growth stand, less than 25 .% restocked . . 8,250
Old field merchantable stand...-...... . . . 8,790
Total . . . . . . . .59 . 464M. . . . .  M bd. ft.
Average cut per acre:
56,484,aoo bd. ft. + 12,928 acres :4379 bd. ft. -
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Table 35. Summary of the distributions of the volumes through the
various diameter classes for each cutting cycle.
Ijiam. First ctting cycle Second cutting cycle Third cycle, and
Class beyond
Number Volume % of Number Volume % of Number Volume % of
of total of total of total
Trees volume Trees Volume Trees Volume
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30
4.91
2.91
1.28
.54
1.28
.75
.54
1933
1564
839
474
1364
910
779
24.4
19.7
11.3
6.0
17.3
11.5
9.8
2.59
3.01
1.22
.47
.11
.05
"09
.06
844
1290
680
310
110
60
130
90
24.0
36.7
19.4
8.8
3.1
1.7
3.7
2.6
2.35
6.21
1.56
.02
766
2739
860
14
17.5
62.6
19.6
"3
_ -- - -- s
T otal 12.1/ 7/x.7 100 7.6o 3 514 loo 10.14 437-9 100
Total12.19 7917 100 7.60 5514 100 10.14 4379 100
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AVERAGE AIhUAL DEPREOIATION AND THE FIXED INVESTIMENT
Depreciation on all items of fixed investment is figured by the
straight-line method. A separate calculation is required for each of
the first three ten-year cutting cycles, since the volume of timber
cut rises from about 20,000 M ft. per year for the first cycle to
56,ooo M during the second cycle and to 56,000 M during the third
cycle and supposedly beyond.
Items such as the stationary sawmill, which as a matter of policy
are depreciated over a period of twenty years, will naturally appear in
two successive ten-year depreciation sheets. The depreciation, however,
remains constant over the entire twenty-year period, instead of allowing
a residual value of one-half the original value at the end of the first
ten years and then charging this into the second sheet.
The stationar mill plan. The stationary sawmill to be built in
the milltown at the present time is to be capable of handling 70 M bd.
ft. per day; at three hundred days a year the annual output will there-
fore be 21,000 M bd. ft. The estimated cost of a plant to handle this
timber is as follows:
Sawmill $175,000
Planing mill 30,000
Dry kiln 24,000
Rip mill 12,000
Buildings and town 110,000
Total $351,000
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During the second cutting-cycle the mill capacity must be expan-
ded so as to accomodate 120 M ft. per day, or 36,000 M per year. It is
estimated that the cost involved in increasing the mill capacity will
mean an increase of about 75 % over the original fixed investment, or
an expenditure of $44,!W. This will. bring the total expenditure for
4 14,000.
theso items to date up to 7O0 .
The expansion required at the beginning of the third cycle will
bring the mill capacity up to 56,000 M per year; this will entdail another
investment simi!lar hatbmaeefat t beginning of the second cycle,
hence , bringing the total investment made during the three
$877,500.
cycles up t o ilm
The cost of the truck and trailer units to be used in hauling
logs to the mill is estimated to be $850; this allows $650. per truck
and $200 for the trailer. The trucks are estimated to have a life of
four years, hauling 225 days a year.
The comparatively short hauling; season is made necessary by the
weather conditions in the southern pine region. For the wet season
of three or fbtur months hauling will probably not be possible in spite
of the excellent road- system planned for the property. Furthermore,
trucks will be required to go directly into the woods to pick up
logs at points where they are bunched by mules; such woods hauling
will not be possible during the wet season. It is possible that the
trucks can be kept busjr during part of this period in hauling logs
which are near enough to the road so that they can be bunched eco-
nomically directly at the road instead of in the woods. However,
this will depend upon local conditions and will not enter our
calculations.
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The normal capacity of a truck and trailer unit hauling 16 inch
logs is about 800 bd. ft. (R. Reynolds; N. 0. Brown). During the
first cycle the average haul from the virgin timber to the mill will
be about ten miles. It is estimated that trucks will be able to make
six round trips a day. One truck and trailer unit will therefore haul
800 x 6 or 4,800 bd. ft a day; in a year of 225 days it will haul
1,080 ft. To haul "20,000 1 ft. a year a fleet of 19 truck and trailer
units will therefore be required. The initial cost of these trucks
will amount to $16,150.
Depreciation on these trucks does not appear in the investment
sheet, since it is charged in later as a variable production cost. The
reason for this is that it is a variable cost required in calculating
the average road spacing. Interest on the investment, however, is to
be charged at this point.
During the second cycle the average hauling distance trill be
about 7 miles; trucks will be able to make about 8 round-trips a day.
The average truck will therefore haul 6.,oo ft. a day or 1,44o M ft.
per year. Since the annual cut during this cycle is 36,0O0 M ft.
25 truck units will be required, at a cost of 421,250.
During the thi*d cutting cycle, with an average hauling distance
of about 6 miles, ten trips a day per truck will be possible. The
averaoe truck will therefore haul 8,000 ft. a day or 1,800 M ft. a year,
and 32 trucks will be required. The cost of these units will be
627,200.
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Roads, as a matter of general policy, are included as a charge
per thousand board feet and will appear later under the production
cost calculations. Since the roads planned under this system are
estimated to cost $750 per mile, it will be possible to build a very
good road system without an extra charge for "main line" roads. At
the start of the logging operations, however, it is necessary to build
a tap road nine miles in length from the mill to the virgin timber area.
At $750 a mile this road will cost $6,750, and appears at this figure
in the investment sheet. This road is not depreciated byt will be
used throughout the life of the company. As a fixed investment it is
charged with interest.
Other roads appearing later as a charge per thousand bd. ft. are
not charged with interest, even though it is hoped that they will be
used again during later cutting cycles; they do not appear in the
investment sheet.
During the second cutting cycle it may also be necessary to build
a. certain amount of tap-line roads in order to reach certain forest
stands before others. It is estimated that the mileage of these roads
will not exceed 15 miles; hence at $750 per mile the sums of t1',250
is allowed for this item;)thi~s umih6wever.(will not be expended in
a single year, but over a period of ten years. At 55 "Vinterest, and
using the formula
1.0pn
Co ---
.OP X 1.Op
the initial charge for this roadA as appearing in the fixed .investment
for the second cutting cycle, is 4 8,686,
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At the time of the third cutting-cycle it will nbt be necessary
to build any further tap-line roads. Interest, however, will continue
on the 25 miles of road built previously at $750 per mile, or on
$18,750; hence this figure appears under the fixed investment for the
third and consequent cycles.
Table 36, 37, and 38 show the average annual depreciation and the
fixed investment for the various cut ting cycles. Figures appearing
in these tables, other than those explained above, are self-explanatory.
Table 36. Stationary mill, average annual depreciation and fixed in-
vestment for the first ten-year cycle.
Initial Years Residual Aver. An. Fixed
Item Cost in use Value Deprec. Investm.
Sawmill, planing mill
kiln, etc. 1,000
Truck and trailer
units, 19 16,150
Tap-line road 6,750
Mule teams, 10 4,000
Saws, axes, etc.
$650 t wice annually 1,300
Tractor and grader 3,000
Office fixtures and
supplies 2,500
Total $384,700
20. 17,550
4 -.
indefinitely
5 800
1,500
480
184,275
8,968.75
6,750
2,400
650
2,040
1,375
$206,458.75
1
5
6-0
600
10 250-
$20,380
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Table 7. Stationary mill, avergge annual depreciation and fixed
investment for the second ten-year cycle.
Item Initial Years Residual Ave. An 1  Fixed
Charge in use Value Deprec. Investm.
Investment in sawmill,
etc., carried over -- -- -- 17,550 184,275
Cost of increasing
mill, etc., capacity 263,250 20 -4 13,162.50 138,206.25
Truck units, 25 21,250 4 -- 13,281.25
Tap-line road,
first nine miles --- -- -- -- 6,750
Tap-line road,
new, 15 miles 8,686 -- -- -- 8,686
Mule teams, 18 7,200 5 1,440 4,320
Saws, axes, etc.
$1300 twice annually 2,600 1 -- 2,600 1,300
Tractor and grader 3,000 5 600 600 2,040
Office fixtures
and supplies 5,000 10- 500 2,750
Total $310,986 37,732.50 361,608.50
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Table 38. Stationary mill, average annual depreciation and fixed
investment for the third and subsequent ten-year cycles.
Item Initial years Residual Av. An'l Fixed
Charge in use Value Deprect Investm.
Investment in sawmill,
etc., carried over
Cost -of increasing
mill, etc.,capacity
Truck units, 32
Tap-line road
system, 24 miles
Mule teams, 28
Saws, axes, etd.,
$1,950 twice annually
Tractor and grader
Office fixtures and
supplies
263 , 250
27,200
11, 200
3,900
3,000
7,500
16,050
20
4
5
1
5
10
-- 13,162.50
-- 13,162.50
-- --
- - 2 , 240
158,206.25
138,206.25
17,000
17,900
6,720
1,950
2,040
4,125
326,247.50
600
3,900
480
$3
750
33,695.Total
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Under the portable-mill planof operation a concentration yard
will be necessary Rt the milltown to handle the raw product delivered from
the sawmills in the woods. The number of portable mill units will vary
from.one ten-year cutting cycle to the next, depending upon the volume
of timber to be cut; the fixed investment required for work in the
woods is therefore figured on the basis of the sawmill unit. This is
done in table 39.
Sawmill costs were obtained from a reliable source in itemized
form. The sawmill used will be of the semi-portable bandmill type,
capable of cutting lumber equal in quality to that produced at a sta-
tionery mill. The output per mill per 10-hour day is 16 M ft. The ini-
tial- cost of such a mill is as follows:
Power unit $2,700
Initial installation charge 300
Saw 480
Mandrel, carriage, feed 4,250
Conveyors, belting 1,000
Deck equipment 300
Lumber dollies 20
Tools 20
Water tanks 50
Pump and line 200
Total $9,320
The useful life of this portable mill is 10 years, and the residual
value 10 *. The initial installation charge for this mill unit is
$1,100; mill moving will, however, cost only $800. Since mill moving
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will be treated as a production cost per M ft., $800 must be. subtracted
from the initial $1,100, leaving the $300 for installation as shown in
the above itemized list.
Haujing logs to the mill will be accomplished by mules and trucks.
It is estimfted that one truck and trailer unit, costing $850, will e
able 'to supply 16 M ft. of logs per day to a mill located in the woods;
logs will first be bunched in the woods by two mule teams. Saws, cant
hooks, etc., are allowed for at the sane rate as in the stationary mill
investment; the investment, however, is divided between five mill units
(as will be shown later), and will therefore be only $300 per mill.
Table 39.
Item
Po rtable
vestment
m
Mill and equipmant
Truck and trailer
2 mule teams
Saws, axes, .etc.,
$150 twice annual]
Camp outfit
Total
mill, average annual depreciation and fixed in-
per mill unit for a ten year period.
Initial Years Residual Av. Anl. Fixe
Charge in use Value Deprec. Invet
9,320 10 932 838,80 5,54%
850 4 0 -- . 53
800 5 0 160 48c
d
stm.
5.40
1.25
)
Ly 300.
25
$11, 295
1
1
0
0.
300 150
25 25
$1,323.80 $6,731.65
To allow for weather not suitable to woods, worn, we assume a wor-
year
ing / of only 250 days for each portable mill unit.. The annual
4,oooM
output per mill will therefore be ///// // bd. ft. The number of mill
units -required during each cutting cycle and the average annual depreciation'
and fixed investment for these units is shown in table 40.
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Table AI0. Number of mill units required, average annual depreciation.and
fixed investment for each cutting cycle.
First Second Third cycle
cycle cycle and thereafter
Average annual output, M ft 20,000 36,000 56000
Output per mill4 unit 4,000 4,ooo 4,o0
l'umber of mill units required 5 9 14
Initial cost 056,475 101,655 158,130
Average annual depreciation $6,619 11,914.20 18,533.20
Fixed investment $53,658.25 60,584.85 94,243.10
Concentration Yard.
All investment charges which have not been included as items di-
rectly related to the portable mill unit as shown above, are included in
the concentration yard investment.
A problem which generally faces every owner of a portable mill is
that the lumber produced is of low quality. Furthermore, the output is
periodic, the grading of lumber is poor. and the variety of products is
low; the treatment which the lumber receives after being sawn is gener-
ally not comparable to. that. received by the stationary. mill output.
The first of these problems can be overcome by planning on using only
a high-grade bandmill which can turn out lumber -equal in quality to
that produced bya'stationary mill. The introduction of the concen-
tration yard to handle the output of many portable mills will over-
come the other difficulties. Here the lumber can be graded and sorted;
by handling the .output of, many mills through the concentration yard
marlet demands can be met efficiently and regularly.
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In the concentration yard planned for this property the invest-.
ment in planing mill, kiln, rip mill, building and town, etc., will
be equal to that provided for the stationary mill. The lumber produced
4t this plant will therefore be inferior in no way to that produced at
a stationary mill, and will bring comparable prices.
The investment in stationary improvements for the first ten-year
period is as follows (compare page 46):
Planing mill $30,000
Kiln 24,000
Rip mill 12,000
Buildings and town 110,000
Filing room 1,000
Total $177,000
The investment required to expand the capacity of the plant from
20,000 M ft. per year to 36,000 M ft. per year in the tenth year is
figured in the same way as that required for the stationary / mill;
namely,'by allowing f5 % of the original cost,/or $132,Th0; for expan-
sion. At the beginning of the third cycle in the twentieth year of
operation a similar investment will be made to expand the capacity of
the plant so as to handle 56,000 M ft. per year.
Trucks which will haul the boards from the sawmills to the con-
centration yard are included in the concentration yard investment.
The average load for. a 1i-ton truck costing $650 is 5,500 ft. of lumber.
During the first ten year period, with the average haul of ten miles
as also in the case of the stationary mill, six round trips per day will
be possible. When hauling 225 days.a year each truck will therefore
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deliver 4,720 M bd. ft., and a total of four trucks will be required.
bing the second cycle the average trip will be 7 miles and the
number of round trips will be 8 per day. Each truck will haul 6,300 M
ft. a year, and 6 trucks will be required to haul 36,000 M ft. a year.
During the third cycle and thereafter the average haul will be 6 miles
and ten round trips a day will be possible, each truck therefore hauling
7,800 11 ft. a year; seventrucks will therefore deliver the annual out-
put of 56,000 H Vd. ft. Depreciation is again figured as a cost per mile.
Other items, namely the tractor, the charge for the tap-line road
construction, and the office fixtures and supplies, are identical to
the charges allowed in the stationary mill investmnt sheets.
Tables 41, 42, and 43 show the average annual depreciation and
the fixed investment for the c ncentration yard during each cycle.
Table 41. Concentration yard, average annual depreciation and fixed
investment for the first ten-year cycle.
Initial: Years Residual Av. Anl. Fixed
Charge in use Value Deprec. Investm.
Planing mill, kiln,
town, etc. 177,000 20 -- 8,850 92,925
Trucks, 4, @ $650 2,600 4 - -- 1,625
Tractor 3,000 5 600 480 2,040
Main or tap-line road 6,750 indefinitely- 6,750
Offize fixtures and
sup plie s 2,500 10 - 250 1,375
Total $191,850 $9,580 $104,715.
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Table 42. Concentration yard, average annual depreciation and
fixed investment for the second ten-year cycle.
Item Init-ial Years Residual Av. Anl. Fixed.
charge in yse Value Deprec. Investm.
Investment in planing
mill, etc., carried
over
Cost of doubling
capacity of yard
Six trucks @ $650
Tractor and grader
First 9 miles of
tap-line road
Fifteen miles of
new tap-line road
Office fixtures and
supplies
Total.
-- 8,850
132,750
3,900
3,000
20
4
5
-- 6,637.50
600 480
92,925
69,693.75
2,437.50
2,040
6,750
8,6868,686
5,000
$153,336
10 500
$16,467.50
2,750
$185, 282.25
Table 43. Concentration yard,E
fixed investment for
Initial
r ;.. charge
0
average annual depreciation and
the third and subsequent cycles.
Years Residual Av. Anl. I Fixed
in use value Deprec. Investm.
. ..
1hvestment in planing
mill, etc., carried
over
Cost of expanding
capacity of yard 132,750
7 trucks $650 4,550
Tractor and grader 3,000.
Tap-line road, 24 mi --
Office fixtures and
supplies 7,500
Total $147.,800
6,637.50 69,693.25
20
4
5
-- 6,637.50
600 480
-- 750
$14,505
69,693.25
2,843.75
2,040
18,000
4,125
$166,395.25
10
.. R
M
4 .
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IMhESTIENW IN LAND AND TI1BER
The present assessed value of the land and timber is, in this
problem, assumed to be identical to the initial cost or the profit-
bearing investment in land and timber. The values for the various stands
are therefore taken from previous tables and summarized here, and will
again appear later under the total investment.
Virgin stand (table 4) $806,400
Culled stands (table 8) 207.,360
Second growth, 25% L stocking (table 13) 583,680
Second growth, 25% - stocking (table 18) 210,944
Old field merchantable stands (table 23) 296,960
Old field unmerchantable stands (table 30) 32,256
Total -value $2,137,600
This value is not subject to any depreciation, nor need a sinking
fund be set up to retire it, since in every case a sustained-yield
operation is planned. It is possible. that the actual value will rise
abbve this figure in the future because of the increased productivity
of the forest stands under proper management.
The probable increase in the tax rate which will result from the
expected accretion in value is taken. care of by the tax charge, page 64.
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OPERATNG COSTS
AND WORKIN1 CAPITAL
Operating costs include all those costs in the production of logs
and lumber which have not been cited inder the heading of average annual
depreciation- and fixed investment. For purposes of this stud-; figures
have been assembled from various sources and have been adjusted by means
af an arbitrary index so as to be on a comparable level.
The chief sources of cost data have been: U. S. D. A. Tech. Bul.
375 (3); U. S. D. A. Tech.Bul. 337 (4); and an unpublished study-
of &ogging and milling costs in a portable sawmill operation in South
Caro lina, made by the U. S. Forest Products Laboratory (2). The last-
mentioned study was made in 1934, when labor costs and other prices were
at a very low level; whereas the two former studies were made during the
peak years before the depression of 1929. To obtain a sort of index to
serve as. a basis for comparing cost figures, costs for simijar operations
were first compared. It was found that the figures given in the F. P. L.
study are, in general, only 40 % of those given in the two early bulletins.
Felling and bucking in Bul.375, for example,' costs an average of 85
per D ft., whereas in the F. P. L. study the cost for the same operation
is only 39 or 46 % of the former. The attempt is here made, therefore,
to strike an average cost which will probably hold over long periods in
the future by reducing figures used in the 1929 publications to 70 % of
their stated level and stepping up the figures in the F. 'P. L. study from
their 40 % level to the 70 % level.
In the following tables costs for felling and bucking and for
loading are taken from table 0/ 7, page 24, U. S. D. A. Tech. Bul.
375, reduced to 70 % of their original. Costs for "bunching" are the
costs for bringing the logs together to points in the woods where they
can be loaded directly onto the trucks which haul them to the mills; this
is done by mules; the figures are taken from the F. P. L. study, stepped
up from 40 to 70 %. Cost for "pond, sawmill, greenchain" in the ease of
the stationary mill are from table 7, Bul. 375, adjusted. Costs for milling
in the case of the portable mill are from Table 6, U. S. D. A. Tech. Bul.
337; they are adjusted from the 100 % level to the 70 % level. These
costs were chosen in this particular case because they are for a portable
bandmill cutting 9 M ft. a day, which is the nearest approach to the
bandmills cutting 16 M a day, used in this study, which was available.
The figures for the stationary and portable mills are thought bo be
comparable after adjusting, since, as shown in tables 41f and 45 they
run very close- together; the portable mill being cheaper for logs 26
inches and under, and the stationary mill being cheaper for logs above this
size.
For the various truck hauling operatione costs were obtained from the
F. P. L. study; all costs are of course adjusted as before.
Truck hauling in the woods (without roads) is figured.on the following
basis: trucks can haul 25 miles a day, 200 days a year carrying a load of
800 bd. ft. (logs). Total operating costs for gasoline, oil, tires,.re-
pairs, and license under these conditions amount to 14 per mile; wages
per day for 1.62 men amount to $4.25, or 17 per mile; trucks and trailers
costing $850 are depreciated over 800 days of 25 miles -each, or 4 a
mile; the total operating cost per mile therefore amounts to 35 $. Since
tru&.ks haul 800 bd. ft.per load the cost per M ft..per mile amounts to
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Table 44. Stationary mill plan, variable operation costs.
-Diameter: Total 16" 18" 20" 22" 24" 26 " 28" 30"
Fell and buek .56 .54 .53 .53 .53 .63 .53
Skid (bunching) .77 .68 .63 .63 .63 .65 .70
Load .32 .26 .22 .18 .15 .15 .15
Pond, sawmill,
to greenchiin 2.12 1.97 1.85 1.76 1.66 1.57 1.54
Total 3 5.77 3.45 3.23 3.10 2.97 2.90 2.92 2.95*
-Costs distributed according to percentages of volume cut per diameter clas
First cycle 3.32 .95 .68 .365 .186 .514 .334 .286
Second cycle 3.40 .905 1.267 .627 .273 .092 .049 .Q .077
Third cycle 3.46 .66 2.16 .634 .009
Table 45. Portable mill plan- variable operation costs.
Diameter Total 16" 18" 2 0" 22" 24" 26" 28" 30"
Fell and buck .56 .54 .53 .*53 .53 .53 .53
Skid (bunching) .77 .68 .63 .63 .63 .65 .70
Load .32 .26 .22 .18 .15 .15 .15
Milling 1.70 1.57 1.46 1.35 1.31 1.43 1.57
Total 5.35 3.05 2.84 2.69 2.62 2.76 2.95 3.17*
Costs distributed according to percentages of volume cut per diameter class
First cycle 3.01 .866 .601 .321 .162 .454 .318 .289
Second cycle 3.03 .805 1.12 .551 .237 .081 .047 .109 .083
Third cycle 3.06 .586 1.91 .556 .008,
* Figures determined by curves.
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44 $; allowing for the round trip the actual .hauling cost is 8* per
M ft. per mile, or 1.6 A per M per 100 ft.
When hauling logs by road truck s were found to make an average of
130 miles a day, at an operating cost of 12 a mile; wages at $4.25 a
day as before amount to 3 $ a mile; depreciation on $850 for 800 days of
130 miles each amounts to 1 j a mile; the total hauling cost is there-
fore 16 $ a mile, or 32 $ per round trip. With a load of 800 ft. the cost
is 40 $ per M ft. per mile, or.7 6 per M ft. per 100 ft. of distance.
When hauling boards by road a truck costing $650 will carry 3500 ft.
of lumber with an operating cost of 12 $ a mile; the wage for one man at
$3.25 a day amounts to 2.7$ per mile; depreciation on $650 for 800 days
of 10 miles each amounts to 0.7 $ a mile; the total cost is therefore
15 a mile, or 30 $ for the round trip. this amdunts to 8.6 $ per M ft.
per mile.
The road systems for the two proposed methods of milling will be
the same in both instances, for the reason explained in the second part
of this study(page IOZ). The most economic road spacing is figured by the
method developed by D. M. Matthews*, and will very for each cutting cycle
because Of the different volumes cut; naturally the road spacing will
also vary for each different stand on the property, but for purposes of
this problem the average volumes cut during the different cycles, as
dummarized in table 55, page 45, will be.used to obtain average spacings.
Depreciation on trucks and the cost of road building, which are ordinarily
classeidk// under the 'laverage annual depreciation and fixed .investment"
costs, are here treated under "operating costs"' per M ft cut because of
the peculiarities of this method.
* D.M. Matthews, to be published.
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The cost of building roads through the property is estimated to be
about $750 per mile. Truck hauling of logs on the road costs 0.7/ per
M per 100 ft., and woods hauling costs 1.6/ pcr M per 100 ft. (page 61).
During the first 10-year cycle, therefore, when the volume cut per acre
is 8 M ft.-, the average road spacing will be 4400 ft., and the cost of
road $4{% building will amount to 17.6 j per M, with the cost of woods
hauling also 17.6 / per M. During the next cycle the volume cut per
acre is 3500 M ft. and the spacing is 6650 ft.; road building therefore
costs 26.6 -per M and woods hauling also costs 26.6 / per M./ During
the third cutting cycle the average 0%4O4 cut is 4400 14 per acre, and
the economic spacing is 5940 ft.; on this spacing the costs of road
building and woods hauling would be equal at 23.8 $ per Yl. It is obvious,
however, that ht this time we are covering the same ground which had pre-
viously been cut over and which is therefore covered with a network of
roads. In most cases the old road system will probably be used again,
but occasionally it will be more economical to vary the old system be
building extra roads. The charge allowed, therefore, either for the
building of extra roads or for the extra cost of woods hauling to more
than the "economic distance" is estinmted bo be about one-quarter the
cost of building an entirely new road system. Therefore the cost of road
building during the third cycle, and thereafter, becomes 6 per M ft.
and the cost of woods hauling becomes 23.8/ per 1A ft.
The spacing of portable mills along the roads can be calculated by
similar methods in order to get the most economical total costs. The
actual methods employed here% are developed in the second part of this
paper, and according to the formula presented on page 98 the most econo-
mic distances are: first cycle, 7500 ft., second cycle, 9250 ft., and
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thidd cycle, 8720 ft. When the mills are set up at these intervals the
logs, after being hauled through the woods to the roads, must be hauled
along the roads to the mills, and a corresponding charge for "road hauling"
will enter the calculations. Mill moving amounts to $800 per set-up, as
explained before (page 53); road hauling of logs costs 1.6/ per M per
100 ft. (page 61). The charges for these items, which appear under the
operating costs for the portable sawmills, therefore amount to the
following: first- cycle: mill moving, 13.1 / per M, road hauling, 13.1
per M.; second cycle, mill moving 16.2 / per M, road hauling 16.2/
per M; third cycle and thereafter, mill moving, 15.3 / per M, road
hauling, 15.3 / per M.
Under the stationary mill plan logs must be hauled by road, after
being hauled through the woods as explained above, to the milltown at a
cost of 40 / per M ft. per mile(page 61). During the first cycle, with
an average hauling distance of tn miles (page 48), the cost of road
hauling will therefore be $4.00 per M; during the second cycle, with a
haul of seven miles, it will be $2.80; and during the third and subsequent
cycles, witha hauling distance of six miles, it will be $2.40 per M.
Other operating costs will be the same for the stationary mill and'
the portable mill. These costs are taken directly from table 7, U. S. D. A.
and are not adjusted because they do not fluctuate greatly.
Tech. Bul. 375;1'4J W',WM f"%/9 W/W WW/ They are:
Supplies, repairs $0.11
General expense .22
Yards, kilns 2.25
Shipping 1.51
Planing mill 1.60
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Selling
insurance,/ on plant
Taxes on plant and timber
General expense
Insurance on lumber
Taxes on lumber
Discount on sales
Allowance and adjustments
Total overhead
1.41
.37
.85
1.88
.20
.09
.43
.13
$11.05
This method of treating the operating costs, namely as a cost per
thousand board feet of output, assumes that the charges for the items in-
volved will rise in direct proporti&n to the output. Thus in the tenth
year of operation, when the output rises from 20,000 M ft. to 36,000 M ft.,
the estimbted overhead charges will rise f rom about $239,000 per year to
about $415,000- per year. This is admittedly .nly an approximation of the
actual charges. Yet in the. case of such items as taxes on plant and tim-
ber the probable future charges are so indefinite that this method of
allowing for them, which will permit a tax charge -of almost double its
present amount as the 'value of the property increases under manageent,
is justifded.
Direct costs per M ft. of lumber are sumraried in table 46.
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For treatment under -the costs. per M ft. of lumber produced depre-
ciation under the two plans of operation is summarized here from previous
tables. To4 determine the charge per M the total annual depreciation
during each cycle is divided by the annual cut in each case; this charge
per M is then added to the direct costs in table 46.
1. Statonary_ mill la
Depreciation on investment in mill and other improvements;
first cycle (table 36): $20,380
Charge per M ft. cut $1.063
Depreciation during second cycle (table 37) 37,732.50
Charge per M ft $1.05
Depreciation during third cycle (table 38) 33,695
Charge per M ft $0.60
2. Portable mill plan
Depreciation on sawmill unit s (table 40)
Depreciation on concentration yard (t.41).
Total depreciation during first cycle
Charge per M ft
Second cycle
Depreciation on sawmill. units (table 40)
Depreciation on concentration yard (t.41)'
Total depreciation during second cycle
Charge per M ft.
Third cycle
Depreciation on sawmill units (table 40)
Depreciaticn on concentration yard (t.41).
Total depreciation during third cycle
Charge per M ft.
$6,619
9,580
$16,199
$0.845
$11,914.20
16,467.50
$28,381.70
$0.79
$18,533.20
14,505
$33,038.20
$0.595
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Table 46. Total operating costs and depreciation per M ft. prbduced.
Stationary iill Plan Portable vill Plan
Item First Second Third First Second Third
Cycle Cycle Cycle Cycle Cycle Cycle
Variable operating cost 3.32 3.40 5.46 3.01 3.03 3.06
Woods hauling .18 .27 .24 .18 .27 .24
Hauling logs on roads 4.00 2.80 2.40 .13 .16 .15
Hauling boards on road -- -- .86 .60 .52
Spur road building .1 .21 .06 .18 .27 .06
Portable mill moving -- .13 .16 .15
Fixed operating costs
and overhead 11.05 11.05 11.05 11.05 11.05 11.05
Depreciation 1.06 1.05 .60 .85 .79 .60
Total 19.7 l8.8# 17.81 16.39 16.13 15.83
Working apItal can now be determined under the assumption that three
months! product will at all times be tied up in the process of manufacture.
For each of the total figures shown above in table 46 the calculstion i.s
as fo llows: Total operating costs and. depreciation x total annual pro-
duction u i year total average working - capital
Stationary mill plan:
First cycle1: 19.79 x 20,000 M - $98,900
SeCnd cycle $18.84 x 36,000 x = $169,470
Third cycle: $17.81 x 56,000 x *-$249,540
Portable mill plan:-
First cycle: 16.39 x 20,000 x * - $81,950
Second cycle: 16.13 x 36,000 x $145,170
Third cyc le: 15.83 x 56,000 x $221,620
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INCOME FROM LUMBER SALES
The first step in deternlining the income from lumber sales is to fix
upon some average price of lumber which may be expected to hold for some
timb in the future. From a study by R. G. Richardsofl, showing lumber
prices for loblolly and mixed southern pines over a period of years, it
is seen that the prices for 1936 are half-way between the high prices of
1929 and the average low of 1951. In this study we have taken average
lumber prices for 1936, based on the grades of lumber sawn from trees of
various diameters, from table 5 of Richardson's paper (7). These are shown
in table 47. For the various cycles these prices are then weighted in accor-
dance with the. percentage of Immber sawn from each of the diameter classes,
the fpercebtage figies being taken from table 35. A weighted average selling
price for the lumber produced during each of the cutting cycles is thus ob-
are
tained in table 47. From this ;U subtracted the total operating costs and
depreciation obtained in table 46, and the residual figure shown the margin
per M for interest on investment,, risk, and profit in every case 9 f=i=*
Table 47. Value of lumber obtained in each cutting cycle, and the margin
remaining for interest on investment, risk, and profit.
Diameter 1936 value Percentakge of value obtained for lumber
Class of lumber ist cycle 2nd cycle 3d cycle
16 23.98 5.85 5.76 4.20
18 24.8724.91 9.15 15.62
20 25.9. 2.95 5.04 5.08
22 27.24 1.65 2.40 .08.
24 28.24 4.99. .88
26 29.17 3.36 .50
28 29.91 2.93 1.11
50 50.41* .79
Total 26.50 25.63 24.98
.dw
07btai.rye d b a curve -btine-b.(Cotnued)
Table 47 (continued)
Value obtained from lumber salve
First cycle Second cycle Third cycle
26.50 25.63 24.98Gross return from lumber
Stationary mill
Operating costs and
denrec iation
Gross profit per M
Total gross annual
profit
Portable Lail1
Operating costs and
depreciation
Gross profit per IA
.Total gross annual
profit
s
19.78
6.72
128,701.44
18.83
6.80
245, 560Q. 40
17.81
7.17
404,990.28
16.39
10. 11
16.13
9.50
15.83
9.15
193,626.72 341,791.00 5169828.60
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TOTAL RETURN ON I1ESTMIC
The total gross annual profit for each plan of operation and for each
cutting cycle is summarized in table 47. This is the profit obtainable be-
fore paying interest on the investment,and a return for profit and risk.
Table -48 therefore shows the total fixed investnent in land, timber, and
improvements under the two pland of operation for the various cutting
cycles. The annual gross profit, as an annual per-cent return on this
total investmsnt, is to be taken as an indication of which plan of operation
is the most profitable. Table 48 shows that for the stationary mill plan
a return of 5.26% on the total investment can be expected during the first
ten years of operation; this will rise to 9.2% during the second and to
14.9% during the third and subsequent cycles. Under the portable mill
plan the return would be 8.2% during the first ten years, 13.5% during the
second cycle, and 19.7% during the third and subsequent cycles.
.--wo-.j
Table 48. Total investment and the return for interest, risk, and proft,
First Second Third
Cycle Cycle Cycle
Stationary Mill Plan
Fixed investment
(tables 56, 57, 38)
Investment in land and
Timber (page 58 a)
Working capital (p. 66)
Total investment
Annual income for int rest,
profit, and risk * 47)
Income as a per-cent
return on investment
206,458.75
2,137,600.00
98,900.00
2,442,958.75
128,701.44
5.26
361,608.50
2,137 ,600.oo
169, 470.00
2,668,678.50
245, 560.40
9.2
326,247.50
2,137,600.00
249,340.00
2,713,187.50
404,990.28
14.9
Portable mill plan.
Fixed investment in
mills (table 40)
Fixed investment in
concentr. yard
(tables 41, 42, 43)
Investment in land and
Timber (p. 58 a)
Working capital (p.66)
Total investment
Annual income for interest,
profit, and risk (T.47)
Income as a per-cent
return on investment
3;,658.25
104,715.00
2,137,600.00
81,950.00
2,357,925.25
193,626.72
8.2
60,584.85
.185,282.25
2,137,600.00
145,170.00'
2,528,637.10
3.41.,791.00
13.5
94,245.10
166.395. 25
2,137,600.00
221,620.00
2,619,858.55
516,828.60
19.7
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CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY, PART I
From the purely financial standpoint we have sh _wn by the preceding
calculations that the portable sawmill plan is superior to the stationary
mill plan for the particular property under consideration. So far we have
based our conclusion entirely upon one final figure which represents the
average
return on the W4Od4' fixed investment. In concluding this study we shall
therefore want to show just how the savings involved in the portable mill
plan are effected; we shall also need to consider other less tangible
advantages and disadvantages of the portable :ill plan, which did not
enter the previous calculations.
Table 48 clearly shows that in the portable mill plan the fixed in-
vestment is snaller while the gross income is larger. The reasons for
the larger income go back directly to the operating costs under the two
plans, as compared in table 46. This table shows that with the portable
mill we save from 30 to 40 cents per M on operating costs, depending
upon the size of the timber cut. The greatest saving, however, is attri-
butable to hauling costs; under the stationary mill plan our total cost
for hauling logs is $4.18; under the portable mill plan the cost of
hauling logs is 31 , and the cost of hauling boards is 86, thus qiving
a'total'hauling cost of $1.17; here is & saving of $3.01 in favor of the
portable mill.during the first cutting cy&le. This saving drops to
$1.77 and $1.49 during subsequent cycles. The charge for portable mill
moving varies from 13 to 16 cents per M, and is the only charge which
exceeds a similar charge under the. stationary mill plan. Depreciation
is lower for the portable mill by 21 cents during the first cycle, but
this advantage is lost during the third and subsequent cycles after the
stationary mill has been depreciated entirely. The total saving in
operating costs varies from 45.41 during the first cycle to.$1.98 during
the third cycle.
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Other advantages of the portable mill plan. To put the business
on a running basis we shall require a certain investre nt at the present
time. The initial cost of a stationary ;ill and other impuovements is
$384,700, as shown in table 36. To this must be added the investment
in working capital of $98,900, making a total amount of ,4M3,600 which
must be raised at once. For the portable mill plan the comparable costs
are: portable mill units, $56,475; concentration yard, $191,850; and
working capital, $81,950.; giving a total of #337,275 which is required
for immediate investnmnt. Even disregarding the return obtainable on
the investment there is a distinct advantage in having to raise about $150,000
less in the case of the portable mill than under the stationary mill plan.
Suppose, furthermore, that a period of depression should foree us
to restrict the mill capacity. Under the portable mill plan one or mowe
mill units could shut down temporarily and the operating costs would fall
directly; under the stationary mill plan the entire sawmill would have to
continue in operation under the restricted output, and the operating costs
per M wouad undoubtedly rise. Depreciation charges which would go on
regardless of such a restriction would nevertheless be lower for the
portable mills than for the stationary mill.
Another advantage of the portable mill which did not entew this
study because of the lack of data is that the portable mill could afford
to cut logs of poorer quality than those cut by the stationary mill,
not only because operating costs are lower; but because a poor quality
log would have to be hauled-only a short distance to a portable mill,
whereas hauling it a long distance to a stationary mill might not be
economical. Silvicultural operations such-as thinnings woudl be more
profitable under the portable mill plan than under the stationary mill
plan.
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Disadvantages of the portable sawmill. Certain disadvantages of
the portable sawmill can be overcome under a plan such as that proposed
produce
in this study. The portable mill need not ad lumber of poorer quality
than that produced by the stationary mill if the facilities for drying,
storing, grading, and sorting lumber are available. T.hrough intro-
duction of the coneentration yard the marketing difficulties experienced
by the average operator are overcome. As proposed in this plan, saws
can be filed by an expert filer at the concentration yard at a cost not
above that for the stationary plan.
Supervision of a number of mill units located at outlying points
is admittedly more difficult than the supervision of a stationary mill.
Yet a capable supervisory officer will nevertheless be required to
inspect-the woods operations which go on in the proximity of the portable
mill, and the supermision of the mill will not be too great a burden to
him.
The stationary mill require but one or two good sawyers as compared
to the five, eleven, or fourteen sawyeprs required by the portable mills
which will be required under the proposed plan. Yet the cost of hiring
these sawyers is reflected in the operating costs for the mille, and the
savings effected by the portable mill are aifficient to overcome this
disadvantage and still leave a balance in favor of the portable mill.
In this problem the portable mill is assumed to operate only 250
days a year, to allow for adverse weather conditions, whereas the sta-
tionary mill operated 500 days a year. Yet the cost of depreciation,
as shown in table 46, is nevertheless lower per M ft. than under the
stationary mill plan. Therefore this disadvantage is also overcome.
In view of all these considerations it seems; therefore, that the
portable mill plan is superior to the stationary mill plan for the pro-
pe.rty which has been considered in this study.
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P A R T I I
Some Considerations in the Economic Location
of Portable Sawmills
INRODUCTION
The problem of how often a portable sawmill should be moved in order
to obtain the most economical distribution of costs is axe which confronts
every portable mill operator. What are the factors which influence the
decision which every operator must make, and how are these factors re-
lated? Economists have recognized the impOrtance of choosing the proper
location for a newly proposed industry and have stressed the importance
of bringing production costs, especially transportation costs, into a
proper equilibrium so. that the total of all costs will be a minimum.
Economiets point out, for example, that an industry which draws
its raw materials from one direction and ships its products to a market
located in the opposite direction might well be situated half-way be-
tween the source of the raw materials and the market, provided the
shipping costs are thus brought into equilibrium and other factors have
no influence. As soon, however, as the cost of shipping one of the factors
becomes relatively larger than that of the bther, the industry ought to
shift in the direction of the more expensive factor in order to bring
down the cost of its delivery.
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In the lumber industry we must often deal with costs of a particular
character not generally encountered in other industries. Each lumbering
organization must plan a miniature transportations system of its own, the
cost of which may make up a large proportion4 of production costs. In
the process of moving a log from the stump to the mill the first step
is to move the log to a point on the major transportation system; it is
here that we encounter ope ratip: costs which are not, like ordinary
costs, related to distance, but are rather related to area.
A simple example might be that of skidding logs to a landing from
where they are hauled by trucks. The landing serves as the central point
of a large skidding area, and the cost of constructing it must there-
its
fore be prorated over area in order to obtain/cost per IA b. m. Therefore
as the average skidding distance increases, the cost of building the
landing per M decreases as the square of the distance, since it is re-
lated to area. The cost of skidding, however, naturally increases in
direct proportion to the skidding distance.
In an instance like the one mentioned here it will be necessary
to bring the cost of building the landing into equilibrium with the cost
of skidding in.order to obtain minimum total costs per 1". Much work
in the analysis of area costs has been done by D. 14. Matthews. In the
following pages the attempt is made to apply similar principles of
%' analysis to portable mill operations, with the purpose of establishing
the proper relation between the cost of moving portable sawmills, which
is a cost related to area, with the cost of bringing logs to the mills,
a cost which for our purposes can be considered a straight-ling cost
varying directly with distance.
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THE MATHEMATICAL BASIS FOR THE MINIMUM COST ANALYSES
In this mathematical consideration of the cost relationships
involved in portable mill moving we shall be dealing with cost which
vary inversely at different rates. In the instances to be considered
here one cost will be found to vary at a uniform or arithmetic rate,
since it is related to distance, while the other cost will vary at a
geometric rate since it is related to area; graphically dosts of the
first. category will appear as straight lines and costs of the second
type will appear as curves. Since they vary inversely, the curves
representing these two types of costs will generally cross; a line
representing the total of the two costa can be superimposed upon the
two curves in t graph, and will show the point at which the total
costs are at a minimum.
The general rule to be followed in determining the minimum point
of the total of the two curves, when graphic methods are not employe.d,
is as follows: where the slopes of the two &nversely related curves,
or the rates of change expressed as the differences between successive
points on the two curves, are equal, the total of the two is at a'
minimum.
The reason for this relationship can be expressed simply without
the aid of -calculus. Suppose we are dealing with the two variants
represented by the curves shown in figure 4. Curve A increases di-
rectly as five times x, where x is the horizontal axis: y 5 x.
Curve B increases inversely as the square of the x axis; or,
y = (lO- x) . 'Curve 0 shows the sum of the two curves and can there-
fore be represented by the formula y 5 x (10 -x)
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Curve C strikes its minimum at a point between $ and 9 on the
x axis. The following analysis will show that at this point the slopes
of the two component curves are equal. Slopes of the curves are ex-
pressed as the difference between two successive figures.
x axis. Curve A Slope of Curve B Slope of Curve C
- Curve A Curve B
1 5100 105
5 19
10 81 91
5 17
5 15' 64 79
5 15
* 20 49 69
5 13
5 25 36 61
5 11
6 30 25 55
5 9
7 35 16 51
5 7
8 4o 9 49
5 5
9 45, 4.49
5.5
10 501 51
This tabulation shows that between points 8 and 9, where the slopes of
curves A and B are equal, the minimum point on the summation curve,
curve 0, is attained.
The reason for this relationship is as follows: the minimum of the
total of two component curves cannot be found at a point where one of
the component curves is rising or falling faster than the other component
curve. At point 5 on the x axis, for example, curve A is rising at a
rate of 5 units per unit on the x axis; curve B is falling, however,
at a rate of between 13 and .11 units per unit on the x axis; it is
clear therefore that if we go farther to the right on the x axis
the total of the two curves will be lower than at this point, since
curve B has then had an opportunity to drop faster than curve A has risen.
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In tvery case, therefore, where we are dealing with relationships
of this kind, the minimum of the total of two curves iS found at a point
where the slopes of the two component curves are equal. This relation-
ship is helpful in analysing various types of curves; it even allows
the introduction of a constant in one or both of the curves, since the
addition of a constant does not change the slopeof a curve and hence the
minimum point for the summation curve is not shifted.
Where we are dealing with specific types of curves other relation-
ships may occasionally be found, although the fundamental rule still
holds. Matthews has found*, for example, that where one of the compo-
nent curves is a straight line and the other a hyperbola the minimum
point of their shear equation will have the same abscissa as the actual
point of intersection of the two component curves; i. e., the slopes of
these two curves are equal at their point of intersection. This rela-
tionship holds only when there are no constant terms in either of the
equations.
COSTS AFFECTING THE FREQUENCY OF PORTABLE MILL MOVING
Every cost which might possibly b6 affected by the frequency of
mill 'moving must be given consideration in order to analyze its effect
on the total of all costs. The costs which are involved in logging
operations and which might be given consideration here can be .grouped
as follows', 1, road building; 2, felling and bucking; 3, skidding
or bunching logs; 4, loading and scaling; 5, hauling logs to the mill;
6fiuing; 7, hauling boards' from the mill ta the concentration yard;
and 8,. mill moving.
* D. M. Ilatthews, to be published.
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In order to have all costs on a comparable basis we must express
them as costs per thousand board feet I of lumber handled. W7hen we ex-
press costs on this basis we can see at once that certain of the above
groups of costs are not affected by the frequency of mill moving;
namely, felling and bucking, loading and scaling, and milling (not
including the cost of mill moving). For our purposes we can also consi-
der the cost of.hauling boards to the concentration yard constant, since
the relatively small distance of moving the mill will have no effect
on the average cost of this hauling. This leaves the following costs
to be brought into equilibrium in the attempt to obtain the minimum
total costs: road building, skidding and bunching, hauling logs,
and mill moving.
LOGGING A SQUARE AREA FROM ONE Mv1ILL SW-UP
Let us disregard for the moment the question of road building and
assume that. we are dealing with a portable mill operating on a railroad
flatcar and moving on the track, or that for other reasons we donnot wish
to use roads in. our primary logging operations. As a matter of convenience
we shall then want to skid or haul logs directly through the woods from
all directions to the mill. Although a circle or hexagon might be the
most economical skidding or hauling area in this instance-, we neverthe-
less would most likely wish to operate over an area approximating a
square if the country were flat enough. The problem presenting itself
here is similar to that of bunching logs or skidding! logs from a square
area to a landing, and the following analysis could therefore be applied
to such operations.
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The costs which have not as yet been eliminated frogF consideration
now fall into two inversely related groups: 1) cost of getting the logs
to the mill, and 2) the cost of mill moving prorated on the basis of
area served from one mill set-up. The cost of bunching, being less directly
related to mill moving than the cost of hauling logs, can now be dropped
from consideration, since if necessary it could be teated in a separate
calotlation.
Figure 5 illustrated the area from which logs would be hauled
to the sawmill which is set up in the center of the area. The cost of
moving the mill must be prorated over the entire area in order that it
may be expressed as a cost per thousand board feet. The cost of hauling
logs can be figured per thousand board feet as soon as we devise some
method of calculating the average hauling distance.
Mill
F igure 5. The area logged to the portable sawmill
which is located in the center of the area.
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The average hauling distance.
To find the average of the distances from the mill to the edge
of the logging square we can apply the principle of the isosceles
triangle. The maximum distance from the center of the square to the
edge is that from the center to one of the corners, represented by the
line x in figure 5. The -minimum distance is that distance represented
by a linp running at right angles to one of the edges, from its middle
point to the center of the square, as represented by line a. Since we
are dealing with a square, line a is equal to the distance from the inter-
section .of the edge of the square with line a to the corner of the square,
as represented by line b, or a =b.
The average of the distances from the center of the square to its
edge will be the average of lines a and x. In order to get this average
distance in terms of one variable, we apply the Pythagorean theorem:
2 2 2
a $b : x
Since
a -b, x2 ?
Therefore
The average distance from the center to the edge of the square is
ax
2
Substituting afor x, we have the average distance in terms of a:
2
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The above equation represents the average of the Mrximum skidding
distances. However, all loge do not come from the edge of the logging
square, but are spread over the area. To find the average distance we
must again base our calculations on the isosceles triangle used in the
previous calcluations.
0P
n q
Figure 6. The isosceles triangle
used in the calculations.
m mill location.
It will be seen from figure 6 that as. we get farther from the
mill, located at point m the number of logs to be hauled from the
area increases at a geometric rate with the area. Line o-. represents
a portion.of the edge of the logging squarel line n -_ will represent
hauling
the average/distance from the area to point m,. when prorated according
tb the number of logs coming from different, portions of the area. This
line will be the true average distance when the area m - n - _ equals
the. area n - o--q.
with
Since we are dealing/isosceles triangles m-n n-j, and m-a -
o-g. The areas of these two triangles will therefore be
(m o) and (m n) . The area of the triangle m .- n_ - q will equal
2 2
the area of the figure n - o - - q when the area of the triangle
m- 0 - ' minus the area of the triangle in - n - g equals the
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area of the triangle m - n - . Hence >
2(inn)2
2 2 2
and
2
2 2
Cancelling and transposing we have,
.( n)2  (M o)2
and
(M n) - (ino)
Therefore
(m n)_111(inn)1.41
and, when ( ) equals unity,
(mnn) 0.707
The ratio 1 : 0.707 expresses the relation between the distance
from the center of the square to the edge and the distance from the center
to the line which encloses half the area of.the square. It is therefore
a factor which can be applied to the formula developed on page 82, to
convert the average maximum hauling distance into the true average dis-
tance. Applying this factor, we have the following formula to represent
the average /hkling distance for all the logs on the area:
S-.707
2
When C is the cost of hauling logs, in cents per hundred feet of
distance per M bd. ft., and a is expressed in hundreds of feet, the
average cost of hauling, in cents per Mbd. ft., is found by multiplying
the above formula by
_j(2 ) .707
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The cost of moving the mill must now be calculated as a cost per
thousand board feet. By construction (see figure 5) one side of the
square logged to the mill is equal to 2 a ; the area of the square is
therefore 2 a)2. hen a_ is expressed in hundreds of feet, the resulting
area will be expressed in units of 10,000 square feet. Since one acre
contains hI,'560 square feet it will contain 4.356 units of 10,000 square
feet, and the area of the square, &xpressed in acres, is as follows:
(2 a)2
4..356
To determine the total volume of timber cut from the square whose
area is found by the above formula, we need only multiply the area in
acres by the average volume in acres. If V is the volume of timber per
acre, in thousand board feet, the total volume on the area is:
(2 a )2 V
4.356
In order to determine the cost of mill moving per thousand board
feet, we now divide the total cost of mill moving, in cents, by the total
volume cut on the area, as expressed by the formula above. Mhen _ is the
cost of mill moving in cents, the cost of mill moving in cents per thousand
board feet of timber cut therefore is:
(2_a)4
4.356
which, simplified, becomes:
m 4.356
~-l~2 V
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The balance of the costs of hauling logs to the mill and moving
the mill is now attempted by tetting the two above-mentioned formulae
opposite each other in a simple break-even calculation. When all factors
save the size of the area to be logged are known, the equation thus ob-
-tained will be useful in determining the size of the area to be logged
in order to have the cost of hauling logs per M equal to the cost of
mill m.ving per M. The equation is as follows:
a (a 4.356 l ,
2 '(2a
where:
L: totalcost of mill moving in cents,
a - half the distancefof the side of the logging square, in
hundreds off feet,
V : the vo lume per acre, in 1 bd. ft.,
C = the cost of hauling logs in cents per hundred feet of distance
per D bd. ft.
The equation can be simplified as follows, in order to isolate a
Multiply both sides of the equation by 2,
and divide both sides by .707 C:
a r2/(a'2MIM 4./56
(2a); Vo .707
Simplify the (2 a) to 4 (a). and multiply both sides by (a)2 .
a2 ( -()22 M 4356
4 V 0 .707
The left side of the equation can be simplified to becon:
a2
a (a :2-)
a~(1/ Y)
Then:
a5 (1 2 ) -) 2 4.556
4 v c .707
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and
a3 - 2 M 4.356
4 V a .707 (1 ' t
Simplifying the right side of the equation:
a - 8.712 M
6.8268 o
a3. 1.276 M
V 0
a 31.276 1-4
With the equation developed here it is possible to determine the
size of the square required in order to have the cost of mill moving and
the cost of hauling logs, both per M, equal. The answer, however, will
be in terms of a, which is only half the length of one side of the
square. If we wish to determine the size of the square in terms of
its side, we must therefore multiply the answer by two; in other
words, S'= 2_a, where S is the length of the side of the square.
The equation then becomes:
S -2 5 1.276 M
v o
where
'S the length of the side of the logging square, in 100 ft.,
M - the total cost of mill moving in cents,
V the volume per acre, in M bd. ft.,
C the cost of hauling logs in cents per hundred feet of
distance, per 1A bd. ft.
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The equation developed on the previoue page ia now ready for trial,
using actual figures in place of the symbols. Let us use the data pre-
sented in the first part of this study of the portible mill, and solve
for the size of the square to be logged. The data are as follows:
S or 2_a the length of the side of the square to be logged,
in 100 feet, unknown, to be solved,
M - the cost of moving the mill, in cents 80,000 (page 53)
V = the volume to be cut per acte, in M bd. ft. 8
(the virgin stand, first cutting cycle, page 18),
Q = the cost of hauling logs through the woods, in cents per
100 ft. distance per I bd. ft. = 1.6 (page 61).
Substituting in the formula, we have:
S= 2 3 1.27 x 80,000
8 x 1.6
S = 2
S 40
This answer tells us that the #ikW/fitil square to be logged if the
cost of hauling logs per M is to be equal to the cost of moving the mill
per DA is 4000 ft. square.
Thli answer can be tested to see where the total minimum cost
id obtained by actually calculating the cost of hauling and the cost
of mill moving for squares of various sizes. These two items will then
be totalled and the size of the4most economical square to be logged
to one mill set-up will be determined.
Table 49 shows the result of these test calculations. The first
colums shows the length of the side of the square, in 100 ft., or S;
column 2 shows the cost of mill moving per M, calculated by substuting
the above figures in the formula shown at the bottom of page 85; the
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third column shows the cost of hauling per M, obtained by substituting
the above figures in the formula at the bottom of page 84. The fourth
column shows the total cost of hauling and mill moving, obtained by adding
t-e figures in columns R and 3. (In these calculations S = 2 a, as
explained on page 87;' costs are in cents, distances in 100 feet.)
Table 49. Costs of mill moving and log hauling
logging squares of different sizes.
Length of Cost of Cost of -
Side of mill moving log hauling
Square per M Per M
per M bd. ft. for
10
20
50
35
40
45
50
51
52
55
60
70
435.6
109
48.5
35.5
27.2
21.4
17.4
16.7
16.1
14.4
12.1
8.9
6.8
15.7
20
23.8
27.2
30.6
34.1
34.7
35.4
37.3
40.8
47.5
Total cost oft
mill moving
& log hauling
442.4
122.7
68.5
59.3
54.4
52.0
51.5
51.4
51.5
51.7
52.9
56.4
This tabular statement of costs can also be expressed in graphic
form, as shown in figure 7. Costs are shown on the ordingte, and the
size of the square,$ expressed in terms of the length o- it-S side, on
the abscissa.
w . 9j .
$1.10
1.00
-Total cost of mill moving and
.90 log hauling per M -
Cost of mill---
moving per M
.80
.70
.60
0 .50 Tangent to curve-
at 40.0
(abscissa)
40
costKoflog
.30 Tangent to curve- hauling per M
at 5o.4
(abscissa)
.10
.1--One-ha 
If c ot of
log hauling per M
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
Length of side of square, in 100 feet
Figure 7. Costs of mill moving and log hauling per IA b. m. for logging
squares of various sizes.
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This presentation of costs shows that when the logging area is
4000 feet square, as calculated on page 88, the costs of mill moving
per M equals the cost of log hauling per 1. The cost of log hauling
rises at an arithmetic rate as the size of the square, hence the dis-
tance of the haul, becomes Preater; the cost of mill moving falls
at a geometric rate as the size of the square increases.
The minimum point on the total cost curve does not, however,
fall at the point where the mill moving and log hauling cost curves
cross, since figure 7 readily shows that at this point the slopes of
the two component curves are not equal. Ile are not, therefore, dealing
with curves similar to those discussed on page 79, where the slopes
are equal at the point where their numerical values are equal. Hnce
the formula developed above to determine the size of the area to
be logged from one mill-set-up will not hold without modification.
Examination of the curves &n figure 7 will, however, show a
different type of relationship. The slope of the curve representing
mill moving costs can be shown at any point be drawing a line tangent
to the curve at that point. A tangent to the mill moving cost curve
at the point where the hauling cost curve.crosses it clearly does not
have the same slope as the hauling cost curve. However, a tangent having
a slope equal to the slope of the hauling cost curve strikes the mill
moving costccurve at point 50.4 on the abscissa. This, therefore,
according to the relationship developed earlier in this paper, should
be the point where the curve representing the total of the two cost
curves is at its minimum; examination of the total cost curve will
show this to be the case.
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Furthermore, a curve drawn to represent one-half the hauling
costs also crosses the mill moving cost curve at 50.4 on the abscissa.
Therefore w e have the following relation: the minimum total cost is
found at a point where the coot of hauling logs to the mill is one-
half the cost of moving the mill. On this basis we can therefore
modify the break even formula which was used as the starting point
for these calculations, as shown at the top of page 86, by dividing
that// side of the equation which represents hauling costs by 2.
The basic equation:
a (a .707 4356- M
2 (2 a)' V
then becomes
( 2(a) ) .707 4.356 M
4 (2-a)2 V
and the simplified form developed from the equation becomes:
S 2 5 2.552 M
V C
As on page 88 the proper figures can now be substituted in the
equation, and the solution is as follows:
S 2 552 x 80,000
8 x 1.6
S 2 F15:9457
S - 50.4
The proper size of the square to be logged is therefore one which
is 5040 feet square. It has already been shown in table 49 and figure
7 that the minimum total costs .are obtained when the area logged is of
this size. The formula, therefore, is correct.
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MILL MOVIM YHEN A ROAD IS USED FOR HAULING LOGS
Ile have considered the problems involved in mill moving when a
road was not used for hauling logs to the mill. Suppose, however, that
we wish to use a road system for getting the logs out of the woods.
The roads which will then be built will serve three purposes: 1) the
mill will be moved on them; 2) logs will be hauled to the mill over
them; and 5) boards will be hauled to the concentration yard on them.
The area to be logged to the point at which the portable mill is set up
would then resemble that shown in figure 8.
y -
Road Road
IMillj
Figure 8. Area which might be logged to the portable
mill set up in its center.
The road runs through the middle of the area and the mill is
set up at its center.
The costs which must be considered in determining the most economical
plan for moving the mill are: 1) cost of hauling logs through the woods;
2) cost of hauling logs on the road; 3) cost of road building; and
4) cost of mill moving. Again all costs must be figured on a thousand
foot basis for purposes of comparison; costs will be figured in cents
and distances in 100 feet.
Ordinary methods of arithmetic do not enable us to condider four
variable costs in a single calculation. Therefore we must wo rk with
two variables at a time in the attempt to bring all costs into the pro-
per proportion so that their total will be a minimum.
The relationship between the costs of woods hauling and road hauling
will first be considered. Clearly those logs near the mill can most ec-
onomically be Hauled 16/%/// directly through the woods to the mill. If,
however, hauling on the road costs lets than hauling through the woods,
other logs which are at some distance from the mill can be hauled more
and
cheaply by moving them first directly to the roadA then hauling them
on the road to the mill.
The relationship between woods hauling and road hauling costs will
determine the proportions of the rectangle to be logged, i. e., the
ratio/ x : y in figure 8. For example, the cost oft hauling a log from
v on the road at the edge of the rectangle to the mill should equal the
cost of hauling a log from u through the woods to the mill. If the cost
of hauling from v to the mill were to be greater than the cost of hauling
from u to the mill, then clearly tihie operatbr could get his logs to the
mill cheaper by hauling logs through the woods from a point beyond u than
by hauling from v, and the rectangle would be out of proportion if
minimum costs were to be obtained.
The ratio of woods hauling costs to road hauling costs therefore
is as 1 : 1, and a simple break-even cal-culation will establish the
p
proper proortions of x - y. If y is the length of the long side of the
rectangle and hence the length of the portion of the road within the
area the average road hauling distance will be half the distance between
one end of g and the mill, or .1y. Similarly the average woods hauling
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distance is 4.x. If these distances are in 100 fTet, and a represents
the cost of woods hauling per 100 ft. per M and b represents the cost of
road hauling on the road per 100 ft. per M, the break even calculation
is as follows:
a x m b y
a x =b y
x =
a
or y = ax
b
Either distance, x or y, can now be solved in terms of the other factor.
For example, if y is 6,000 feet and the cost of road hauling per 100 ft.
per M is 0.7 4 and the cost of woods hauling per 100 ft. per -1 is 1.6 4
x 0.7 60
1.6
x = 26.2
In other words, when y is 6,000 feet, x should be 2,620 feet in order
to obtain minimum costs for woods hauling and road hauling combined.
We shall next consider the relation between the cost of woods
hauling and road building. D. . Iatthewd has shown that when the cc
of dkidding to a road, or in this case of hauling to a road, equals ti
cost of building the road per M the minimum total c osts are obtained.
Using the following symbols:
k cost of skidding (or woods hauling ) per M per 100
ft., in cents.
S The economic spacing of roads, in 100 ft.
R - The cost of road building per mile, in cents.
V = The average volume per acre, in M b. m.
the average skidding cost, in cents per M b. m. is:
aS
Dst
he
* D. I. Matthews, to be published.
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the road building cost in cents per M b. m. is:
R/ 12.1
S V
and the economic spacing of the roads, in 100 feet, is:
S
Again applying the same cost figures which we have used before,
naely the costs which apply during the first cutting cycle of the
portable mill o'ieratifbn, we have:
C. = 1.6 = cost of woods hauling in cents per 100 ft. per (
R. = 75,000 cost of moad building in cents per mile
V 8 volume cut per acre, in M b. m.
and the formula for the economic spacing is:
S = x 75,000 12.1
F 8x -- .6-
s = 43.8
In other words, when the spacing of the roads is 4tj380,feet the costs of
road building and Woods hauling will be equal and their total will be
a minimum. This can be checked by using the above formulae, substituting
43.8 for S.
The cost of woods hauling then becomes:
1.6 x 43.8 x 17.5 / per 'I
and the cost of r6d building is:
75,000 / 12.1 17.5 4 per M.
43.8 x 8
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Mill moving versus road hauling.
There is still another cost relationship which can now be deter-
mined, on the assumption that roads will be spaced on the economic
distance of 4,380 feet: the cost of mill- moving will be inversely re-
lated to the cost of hauling logs on the road. Given a strip of timber
of a certain width, with a road running lengthwise through it, it is
clear that, without drastic changes in the plan, the cost of road
building per bi and the average cost of hauling logs through the woods
to the road are fixed. However, we can vary the spacing of the mill
set-ups along the road. If we set up the mill at intervals of one mile
along the road, the $800 moving eharge will be spread over a strip of
timber one mile long; the average road hauling distance will then be
mile. If we set up the mill every half mile the cost of mill moving
will effectively double, for it will amount to $1,600 per mile, while
the average road hauling distance becomes 1/8 mile or half of what it
was. There is.therefore a direct inverse relation between the costs of
mill moving and road hauling.
This is the same relationship which D. M. Matthews used as the
basis for the economic spacing of af road calculation shown on the pre-
vious page. The cost of mill moving per M is found by dividing the
total cost of mill moving by the area in acres (x y + 4,560) times
the volume per acre; the cost of road hauling per 14 is found by
multiplying one-quarter of the length of the road within the area
by the cost of road hauling per M per unit distance.
The following symbols are used, and with them are given the cost
figures for the appropriate items, taken from the figures in the first
part of this paper:
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M - total cost of mill moving, in cents 80,000
V - volume cut per acre, in I b. m. = 8 (first cycle)
b = cost of road hauling in cents per M per 100 ft. = 0.7
x width of the area in 100 ft. m 43.8
y= length of the area in 100 ft., unknown.
The break-even calculation set up to solve for the unknown distance
Y is as follows:
Cost of mill moving _ Cost of road hauling
per U per M
4.56 1_ by
X YV 4
This can be simplified by cross multiplication:
4.356 M 4 b x V y2
and further:
2 17.4 M
b x V
y = 17.4 U
Sb x V
When we now substitute the figures given above for the symbols
we have:
y 17 .4 x 80,000
743.8 x 0.7 x 8
y 75
Given conditions as stated above, with roads 4,380 feet apart, the
mill should be set up every 7500 feet in order to obtain the minimum
of road hauling and mill moving costs.
This proposition can be tested by a simple check such as is
shown in table 50. The column headed y gives various assumed distances
between successive mill set-ups along the road. The next column gives
the cost of mill moving per M, figured by the formula shown at the top
of this page. The third column gives the cost of road hauling per M,
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also figured by the formula at the top of page 95. The last column
gives the total cost per M for mill moving and road hauling. The minimum
is found to occur when the spacing is 7,500 feet, for here mill moving
and road hauling costs are equal at 13 f.
Table 50. Cost of mill moving and road hauling for various
distances between mill set-ups.
Cost of mill Cost of road Total cost,
in 100 ft. moving, cents hauling, cents cents
100 10 17 . 27}
90. 11 16 2?
80 -2- 14 26;-
75 13 13 26
70 14 121 261
60 16 1&0 27
50 20 9 29
General conclusions.
We have now determined variaus relationships between the four
costs which come into consideration in this mill moving problem. We
have found that minimum total costs per M for the items involved are
found:vwhen:
woods hauling
road hauling
woods hauling
= road hauling
- mill moving
-= road building.
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Since, in order to obtltn minimum total costs, mill moving should be
equal to road hauling, and road building should be equal to woods
hauling, and woods hauling should equal road hauling, it follows
that minimum total costs for the four items taken together ire ob-
tained when each factor equals each of the other three factors.
It will be practically impossible to obtain such an equitable
under
balance of costs N actual field conditions. If we build a road at
a certain cost per mile and build it at the economic spacing, and
then use a mill which we move often enough so as to have the most
economical distance between ill set-ups, it does not follow that
the distance between mill- set-ups and the distance between roads will
be in the proper relation. We have found, for example, that when the
roads are spaced economically and the mills are moved at proper inter-
vals so that the cost of mill moving per 1. equals the cost of road
hauling per 1A, the rectangle to be logged is 4,380 feet wide and 7,500
feet long, and the costs per M are as follows:
mill moving 13 4 per 11
road hauling 13
woods hauling 17}1
road building 174
Total 61 4 per M
We see at once from these figures that the proposition stated on
page 95, that woods hauling costs must equal road hauling costs, does
now hold when we try to equalize other costs. The reason for this be-
comes clear when we apply the simple ratio
a x b y
explained on page 95. !?e find that when we apply this, the size of
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the rectangle to be logged would change considerably. With the costs as
stated above, an area which is 4,380 feet wide should be 10,000 feet long,
and inversely an area which is 7,500 feet long should be only 3,300 feet
wide, in order that minimum costs for road hauling and woods hauling
may be obtained. Using the methods developed above let us see what happens
to our total costs when we are dealing with logging areas of these dimensions.
Dimensions of area to be logged
4,380 x 10,000 3,00 x 7,500
costs per DI b. m.
Lill moving 10 . 17#2
Road building 18 23
,oods hauling 17 13
Road hauling 17 13
Totals 62 67
Immediately when the costs of/ woods hauling and road hauling become
equal the costs of mill moving and road building get out of proportion.
These figures serve to show that no set rule for finding minimum
costs can be applied when we are dealing with four variable costs. An
analysis such as that given above will, however, yield figures which can
be compared in the attempt to bring the total of all costs to a minimum.
In the particular instance dealt with here, it would seem that the most
economical area to log from a single mill set-up is a rectangle 4,380
feet by 7,500 feet. Yet to err on the side of making this area excessiVely
large would not appreciably increase total costs. Moving the mill too
often would be a more serious mistake,, for the total costs might then
rise sharply.
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In general we can say that the economic spacing of the roads
should be adhered to/. If, upon analysing the costs of mill moving
and road hauling it is ///// found that the cost of mill moving ex-
ceeds the cost of road hauling by a considerable amount, other methods
can be applied to bring this cost down. For example, the mill could
be set up half-way between to parallel roads; this would increase the
road hauling charge by only a small amount proportional to the dis-
tance between the two roads, while the mill moving charge would be
cut in half because the area adjacent to two roads could be logged
to one mill site. Such an area is shown in figure 9.
Road
Mill
Road
Figure 9. Area to be logged to a single mill site
when the cost of mill moving is to be
reduced, in proportion to other 'costs.
If, on the other hand, the opposite extreme prevails, namely,
that the cost of mill moving is very low while the cost of building
roads is very high, the cost of mill moving would be entirely out of
balance with the cost of woods hauling, for the roads would have to
be far apart. In such a case it might be wise to move the mill into
the woods to a point where it would not pay to build roads, and do.
all the hauling directly through the woods to the mill, disregarding
the road as channel for hauling logs. In this case the formula to
find the economic size of a square area, developed in the first part
of this paper, would apply. The entire road system would then serve
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only for hauling boards and for bringing the mill into the area, and
woulU be only an incidental accessory to the logging operations.
Economic planning, with the aid of a few calculations such as
those above, will prevent a prospective portable mill operator from
purchasing the type of equipment not adapted to the prev~iling con-
ditions in the region. This study seems to show that a large por-
table millsuch as the one used in this study, which costs 800 to
move, is adapted to a flat region where roads can be built anywhere
at will. In rougher country where the cost of moving logs is high,
and therefore often
a mill which can be moved cheaply/will save the operator a great deal
of money in-log hauling costs.
The most economical plan of operation will be one which has accom-
plished a balance of all the items which affect woods costs: the volume
of timber cut per acre, the type of road, the cost of moving logs through
the woods, and the size or type of ill.
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SU;ARY , PART II
The problem of econdmically locating a portable sawmill is pri-
marfly one of moving it at proper intervals in order to obtain the proper
balance of the costs related to the frequency of mill moving. In
determining minimum costs we are generally dealing with sets of costs
which are inversely related and which rise or fall at definite rates
as conditions change.
When two inversely related costs are represented graphically the
following general rule may be applied in order to obtain the minimum
cost for the two related costs combined: where the slopes of two inversely
related curves, or the rates of change expressed as the differences
betn:een successive points on the two curves, are equal, the total of the
two is at a minimum.
When a portable .ill is set up in such a way that logs will be
hauled directly through the woods to the mill, without the use of roads,
the area logged to a single mill-site will most likely be a square. In
this case the costs which are inversely.relatdd, and which must be
brought into balance in order to obtain minimum total costs are:
1) the cost of hauling logs to the mill, per M b. m.; and 2) the
cost of moving the mill, per M b. m.
Certain formulae useful in the analyzation of costs involved in
portable mill moving are developed. The symbols used in the formulae
are as follows:
M = total cost of milli moving, per set-up, in cents;
V = -volume of timber cut per acre, in Mb. m.;.
0 = cost of hauling logs through the woods, in cents per 100
feet of distance per M b. m.;
a = one-half the length of the side of the logging square, in
100 feet;
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S = total length of the side of the logging square, in 100 feet.
The formulae used for the cost calculations when the area to be
logged to the mill-site is a square %d are as follows:
Average cost of hauling logs through the woods to the mill:
in cents per M b. m.
C (aE2/aT !)_.707
2
Average cost of mill moving in cents per M b. m.:
M 4.356-
The length of the side of the square to be logged from one
mill site, when minimum costs are to be obtained; in 100 ft.:
S = 2 2.552 M
V V a
When roads enter the picture and are used for the purpose of
hauling logs, the area to be logged to a mill site which is located
along the road becomes a rectangle. Logs are then hauled directly
to the nearest point on the road and along the road to the mill.
The minimum total cost for all costs related to the frequency of mill
moving is obtained when the four following groups of costs are all
equal:
mill moving per M b. m.,
road building per I b. m.,
woods hauling per M b. m.,
and road hauling per M b. m.
The following symbols are used in formulae which can be applied
in analyzing the relationships between various groups of costs:
x width of the rectangle to be logged, in 100 ft.;
y= length of the rectangle to be logged, in 100 ft.;
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a cost of hauling logs through the woods in cente per
100 ft. distance per 1 b. m.;
b = cost of hauling logs on the road in cents per 100 ft.
distance per M b. m.; ( = C in the calculation for
economic road spacing);
S = economic spacing of roads in 100 ft.;
R - cost of road building in cents per mile;
volume cut per acre in M b. m.;
M total cost of mill moving (per move) in cents.
"hen either the length or width of the area to be logged is known,
the following formula can be used in order to find the unknown term,
s'o
that the rectangle will be of such proportions that the average
road hauling cost equals the average woods hauling cost:
a x b y.
In figuring the economic spacing of roads, that is, that spacing
which is required in order that the cost of road building per M equals
the cost of mill moving per 1 and that their total is at a minimum,
the following formulae apply:
Average woods hauling cost; per M: (in cents)
a S
Average road building cost, in cents per M:
R / 12.1
S V
The economic road spacing, in 100 feet:
JC
Then the road spacing is set and it is desired to figure the
economic spacing of the mill along the road in order that the cost
of mill moving per M equals the cost of road hauling per M, the
following formulae can be used:
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Cost of mill moving in cents per M b. m.
4.556 11
x y
Cost of road hauling in cents per Mb. m., average:
b y
4
Economic spacing of the mill- along the road in order to obtain
minimum total costs for mill moving and road hauling, in 100 feet:
y = 1.4 I
b x V
Simple arithmetic means are not sufficient in order to determine
the relationships between the four variable costs involved in this pro-
blem. The absolute minimum of total costs, attainable only when all
four variable costs are equal, cannot be obtained when the type of road
and the type of mill are not adapted to each other. Under ordinary.
conditions the size of the rectangle dealt with here can vary somewhat
without having a serious effect on the total costs.
In general it is best to build roads on the economic spacing and
then to choose mill sites at the most economical intervals along the
roads. The principles underlying the choice of the most economical
mill sites will vary with the conditions and must be analyzed for
each operation according to the methods proposed in this paper.
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